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Abstract: 

      The purpose of my honor’s thesis is to analyze how museums work to engage and educate 

family groups in exhibitions in non-tour settings.  My work focuses on different approaches 

museums take in their exhibitions to engage and in turn educate their visitors. I examine the use 

of a spectrum of devices including technology, discovery hunts, and hands on activities.  For my 

research I examined and worked within the Arizona State Museum, which focuses on the 

anthropological study of people, primarily Native American cultures of the Southwest.  I used 

this institution as a control, comparing what other museums did to the experience Arizona State 

Museum provides visitors. My research included both anthropological museums and other types 

of museums so as to gain a broader look at how museums are engaging visitors with their 

exhibitions.  The purpose of this study is to be able to make recommendations on how to engage 

families in a museum setting in order to facilitate group interaction and better understanding of 

exhibit content. My analysis is based on broad research including literature review, museum 

visits, interviews, and surveys.   

Statement of Relevance:   

      The study of family groups in museums may not seem like a pertinent study to focus an 

anthropological thesis on, but in fact through the analysis of people in museums larger questions 

of behavior and group interaction begin to come to relevance.  This study looks at a variety of 

museums and museum programs. I tried to see how each program, idea, or practice could engage 

the family in a learning behavior.  By looking across disciplines of museums, for example 

comparing the art museum to the living history museum, I was able to consider the variety of 

approaches being employed by museums and analyze them for applicability to an 

anthropological institution like the Arizona State Museum.  
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     As for the relevance of this study for the world of museums I see it as the perfect moment to 

see how to better engage an integral part of the museum audience, the family. Today, in the 

midst of an economic crisis, the museum world faces new challenges that, more than ever, 

demand creativity and a “pioneering spirit” to gain new audiences and activity in their 

institutions (Vogel 2009).  In a recent New York Times article author Carol Vogel (2009) quotes 

several directors of major institutions such as Museum of Modern Art, the Metropolitan Museum 

of Art and the Hammer Museum on how these institutions are attempting to attract visitors to 

their institutions by creating programs from yoga classes to bike nights. As Ann Philbin, director 

of the Hammer Museum, said, “museums are the new community centers” (Vogel 2009).  This 

large-scale attempt to remake the image of museums into vital community centers is part of a 

continuum of museums embracing educational outreach in their mission.  Change might not 

happen over night, especially as staff and budgets shrink, there is, however, a possibility of 

making small advances in this direction by focusing on specific sections of the visitor roster.  By 

developing new programs for family (a key element of their visitor population) institutions will 

enhance their visitor numbers and deepen that population’s experience in museums.  

Methodology: 

     This paper began with the simple idea of seeing what museums were doing for the family, 

what was working and what was not. I wanted to investigate how museums hold the diverse 

attentions of family groups that span generations and interests. What do museums provide this 

audience to help them focus on the exhibit messages and objects in order to construct their own 

sense of meaning?  I wanted to see if I could recreate some positive programs and suggest others 

that might work to enhance the experience of a family group that is visiting a museum.  
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     I began my study by visiting a variety of museums where I lived or vacationed over the 

summer. I visited these institutions in an informal manner, noting things I liked and disliked and 

anything interesting along the way.  Seeing a variety of institutions and their varying programs 

and exhibits helped me get a feel for what it is that museums do and how they do it.   I wrote 

summaries of my experiences at these museums and included contact information and mission 

statements.  This information can be found in Appendix A at the end of this work.    

      Upon returning to school I began an in-depth literature review under the guidance of Lisa 

Falk Director of Education at the Arizona State Museum.  My reading focused on museum 

education theory and the history of education in museums. We set a schedule and discussed ways 

of reading how museums engage the family in a non-tour setting.  

     Ms. Falk give me a list of museums in the Tucson and Phoenix area that I should see, we 

decided I would experience the museum and then make and appointment to talk to the educating 

professional who planned the related programs and materials.  Through these interviews I hoped 

to learn about their successes and failures in serving family visitors.  Every interview ended up 

being markedly different as I curtailed the interview to fit what I knew to be particularly 

important about each institution.  I chose not to record the interviews instead I took notes and 

wrote up summaries later. Although I understand this leant a margin of error I felt it was for the 

best, as some people do not like to be recorded and because some of my interviews were done 

over the phone.  

     I created two surveys one for visitors to the Arizona State Museum and one for an online 

museum listserv community called Museum-L.  The survey for visitors focused on gaining 

visitor responses to the discovery hunt developed by Arizona State Museum educator Aidinha 

Gaxiola for the Anatomy of Sorrow exhibit.  This survey asked a variety of questions with the 
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goal of getting at what the visitor thought about using the activity and how it impacted their 

understanding and enjoyment of the exhibit concepts. This was a paper-based survey that was 

handed out to visitors who were willing to take it after completing the discovery hunt.  The 

second survey for the Museum-L listserv was geared to museum professionals and asked nine 

questions about the exhibits and programs offered at their institutions.  I created this survey using 

the website Survey Monkey and attached a link in my email to the listserv.  I received 35 

responses. These surveys helped me to better understand a different way data could be collected, 

and helped me to gain the skill of writing questions for a survey tool.  

     The types of research I conducted for this thesis was new to me. It required much more than 

what came from books. I found I had to engage in a dialogue with the museum itself, constantly 

engaging different facets of the discipline. I did this by experiencing the exhibits, interviewing 

the educators, observing visitors, and brainstorming possible activities.  I realized that museum 

education and exhibit design were professions dominated by interaction and firsthand acquisition 

of knowledge. I felt at times like an apprentice being shown the ropes, but at the same time I 

realized that the best way to learn about museums was to stop reading about them and experience 

them. 

Literature review and introduction to the subject:  
 
    “Acquiring the ability to feel and think”… learning suffuses almost every moment of our 

lives…. Education is intrinsic to the nature of museums. Their educational mission drives every 

activity; it is an integral part of the world of all staff and an element in the experience of every 

museum user” (Hein, Alexander 1998:10). Museums, therefore, are not just about research and 

collections, but about ways visitors can interact with and learn from museum materials. 

Interpretation is as important as the collections and research areas of museums.  Museum staff is 
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challenged to create engaging experiences for their visitors.  The challenge for museum staff 

emanates from the fact visitors come to a museum as primarily as a social outing that functions 

as a leisure time activity (Hood 1983, 2004:151).  Visitors make a choice to spend their time in a 

museum over a myriad of other leisure time activities all of which compete for their attention and 

attendance (Hood 1983, 2004:151).  Thus the museum must offer rewards above those of other 

activities in order to bring people into their institutions (Hood 1983, 2004:151).  Museums can 

engage in content and varied learning experiences that make the rewards of spending time in a 

museum greater than the rewards of other activities.  

     Museums attempt to show their commitment to learning through mission statements that 

define the educational goals of their institutions.  For example, the Smithsonian Institution uses 

their patron James Smithson’s will as the basis for their mission statement: "I then bequeath the 

whole of my property...to the United States of America, to found at Washington, under the name 

of the Smithsonian Institution, an Establishment for the increase & diffusion of knowledge..." 

James Smithson (1765-1829) (Alexander, Alexander 2008:64). This statement founded the 

Smithsonian Institution in 1846, but its mission of “diffusion of knowledge” took time to be 

realized. The institution’s first executive claimed, “there were thousands of institutions actively 

engaged in the diffusion of knowledge in our country.” He wanted an institution devoted only to 

increasing knowledge (Alexander, Alexander 2008:65).  But today the Smithsonian stands as an 

exemplary institution for the role education and the diffusion of knowledge.   

     The Smithsonian is not the only one whose mission statement focuses on education; 

institutions large and small across the country make education their mission. The Heard Museum 

in Phoenix, Arizona, states its purpose as being to “educate the public about the heritage and 

living cultures of American Indians in the Southwest” (Heard Museum Website).  The mission of 
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the Museum of Glass in Tacoma, Washington is to: “ provide a dynamic environment to 

appreciate the medium of glass through creative experiences, collections and exhibitions” 

(Museum of Glass Website).  The Tenement Museum of New York City’s Lower East Side 

focuses on, “tolerance and historical perspective through the presentation and interpretation of 

the variety of immigrant and migrant experiences on Manhattan’s Lower East Side…” 

(Tenement Museum Website).   In fact, of the institutions I looked at, education is central to 

almost all museums missions and is central to the language of the mission statement.  

     The fact that so many museum mission statements are devoted expressly to education shows 

the importance of the visitor experience as a focus for research and study.  The 1991 American 

Association of Museums study Excellence and Equity clearly requires that museum missions 

exemplify their commitment to public education; “education- in the broadest sense of the word, 

at the center of their public service role. Assure that the commitment to serve the public is clearly 

stated in every museum’s mission and central to every museum’s activities” (7).  But much like 

the Smithsonian’s rocky start with the “diffusion of knowledge,” education has not always been 

at the forefront of museum focus and thought.  A series of studies by institutions central to the 

museum world helped to move education to the forefront of museum function.   

     The Belmont Report commissioned by President Lyndon B. Johnson in 1969, “defined the 

role of U.S. museums as fundamental educational institutions, complementing libraries and, most 

significantly, public schools” (Alexander, Alexander 2008:259).  Alexander and Alexander claim 

that it was this report that formed the basis for the “innovation in museum interpretation and 

educational programming” that would follow in the subsequent decades (Alexander, Alexander 

2008:259).   
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      Following the Belmont Report were a series of studies by the American Association of 

Museums including the 1992 landmark work Excellence in Equity followed by the Accreditation 

Program Standards in 2005.  These reports sought to clarify and expand the role of education in 

museums and are in part responsible for education coming to the forefront of many museum 

mission statements.  

     Excellence and Equity: Education and the Public Dimension of Museums, the 1992 American 

Association of Museums report on the changing role of museums in the 21st century, served to 

highlight the central role of education in museum institutions. The report focuses on two 

concepts: Excellence meaning museums taking pride in their tradition as stewards of excellence, 

and Equity meaning that museums should embrace cultural diversity and make it a part of the 

educational institution (Hirzy 1992: 3). The report moves from there into defining and making 

recommendations on how institutions can integrate the ideas of Excellence and Equity in every 

part of the museum (Hirzy 1992: 7-17). This work does not just promote education as the job of 

the educational director or curator; instead this public service is the responsibility of every 

person who works in the museum (Hirzy 1992: 7).  

      One of the most surprising aspects of Excellence and Equity was the new way it perceived 

education in a global context and stated the necessity for museums to enhance this type of 

education.  This report focuses on the idea that museums, “must recognize that the public 

dimension of museums leads them to perform the public service of education- a term that in its 

broadest sense includes exploration, study, observation, critical thinking, contemplation and 

dialogue” (Hirzy 1992: 6). This type of education must then be applied by the museum because 

the museum faces a challenge to use their “tremendous capacity for bringing knowledge to the 

public” in order to “help to nurture a humane citizenry equipped to make informed choices in a 
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democracy and to address the challenges and opportunities of an increasingly global society” 

(Hirzy 1992: 8).  This report therefore demands much of museums, but also gives suggestions of 

how this could actually work in the real world.   

     Excellence and Equity lists characteristics of museum’s educational function; they are noted 

here for their applicability to the following sections of observed museum programs. Because this 

report is considered to be fundamental for museums of the 21st century understanding these 

principles is important when observing museum practice (Hirzy 1992: 12).  

 Provide meeting grounds where enriching experiences are offered both through human 

interaction and interaction with objects and ideas.  

 Offer direct encounters with objects.  

 Supply a context in which to trace the continuity of human experience and the natural 

world and to examine change critically.  

 Communicate through a variety of means-from exhibitions to interpreters to electronic 

media- in many combinations, both within and outside their walls.  

 Provide places for reflection and contemplation as well as avenues for exploration and 

discovery.  

      The report cautions museums to not try and do too much and that as a body all museums 

applying the concepts of Excellence and Equity will reach these educational goals.  Each 

museum has the responsibility do its part for its visitors on its specific topic as the report 

cautions, “not all museums can be all things to all people” (Hirzy 1992: 8).  The report remarks 

on the way that, “each museum has individual qualities and a local and regional significance” 

(Hirzy 1992: 9).  Their significance to a community is central to building a place for museums in 

a new century and making sure that they are viable cultural entities.  

     The Accreditation Program Standards set down by the American Association of Museums 

for 2005 list attributes for everything from risk management to collections stewardship; however, 

it is the section on education and mission that relate directly here.  The accreditation program 
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standards state that the mission statements of museum institutions should state, “why it exists 

and who benefits as a result of its efforts” (American Association of Museums 2005:1).  This 

statement goes perfectly with a statement in the education section: “The museum clearly states 

its overall educational goals, philosophy, and messages, and demonstrates that its activities are in 

alignment with them” (American Association of Museums 2005:2).  By including education in 

museum mission statements, as we have seen with so many institutions, shows the central 

importance to a commitment to educating the public.  

      Other educational standards outlined by the accreditation commission include important 

concepts about how exhibits and programs should function in accordance with stated goals: “The 

museum uses techniques, technologies, and methods appropriate to its educational goals, content, 

audiences, and resources” (American Association of Museums 2005:2).  Because everything is 

tied into mission, and that mission to education, it is necessary that each component, program, or 

exhibit that goes into the museum should relate back to educational fundamentals.  

Museum Learning: 

      Hein (1998) defines learning broadly as “active participation of the learner with the 

environment” (6).  He notes that this is a distinct change from earlier educational theory that saw 

learning as focused on didactic static text (Hein 1998:6). The applicability of this new way of 

viewing learning to the museum world is perfect as museums “specialize in the objects 

representing both culture and nature and, therefore, become central to any education effort when 

the focus shifts from the written word to learners active participation through interaction with 

objects” (Hein 1998:6).  Museums offer interpretation of objects as a way for visitors to 

experience information in a new way that can be more dynamic than just the written word.  
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      Excellence and Equity: Education and the Public Dimension of Museums discusses the 

important role museums take on when it comes to how their institutions are viewed by society.  

Museums bridge an important concept in educational theory, that of informal and formal 

learning.  Excellence and Equity states, “museums have a vital place in a broad educational 

system that includes formal institutions such as universities, schools, and professional training 

institutes” (Hirzy 1992:9).  Museums also take on an informal education role as, “agents of 

socialization, such as the family and informal learning at every stage of life, from the education 

of children in preschool through secondary learning that occurs in formal settings” (Hirzy 

1992:9). So even as the museum is respected and formal in structure it offers unique experiences 

that draw from informal learning practices to enhance the education of its visitors throughout 

their life.  

     Learning in the museum environment is often described as “informal” this term attests to the 

way museums promote, “self-directed learning, use of materials, and respect for all learners” 

(Hein 1998: 7). In contrast he states schools teach, “primarily formal education. They teach a 

specific, hierarchical curriculum, and they usually have rules about attendance, time spent in 

classes, classmates, and requirements for successful completion” (Hein 1998:7). In contrast, 

museums offer no set curriculum, rarely attendance, and do not test mastery of specific 

knowledge at the end of the visit (Hein 1998:7).  Hein 1998 clarifies that the terms “formal” and 

“informal” only attest to the administration attributes of educational settings not the content (7).  

      John H. Falk and Lynn D. Dierking created a model to examine learning in museums; this is 

known as the “Contextual Model of Learning” and looks at personal, sociocultural, and physical 

contexts as influencing factors in the creation of learning experiences (Falk and Dierking 2000, 

2004:140). This model is based on a definition of learning that considers that, “museum visitors 
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do not catalogue visual memories of objects and labels in academic, conceptual schemes, but 

assimilate events and observations in mental categories of personal significance and character, 

determined by events in their lives before and after the museum visit” (Falk and Dierking 

1992:123).  Therefore learning is dependent on the experience at the museum (physical context), 

and also on the sociocultural and personal contexts that visitors bring to the situation from their 

own lives.   

     People often learn in different ways, these learning styles relate directly to the “Contextual 

Model” as “no two people perceive, store, and recall information in exactly the same way” (Falk 

and Dierking 1992:100).  Museum professionals must consider these differences because 

different ways of learning mean that information must be presented in diverse manners in order 

to successfully reach large audiences. Howard Gardner defines seven distinct intelligences that 

he applied to learning in schools and among children, but they should also be considered for the 

large populace (Lane, Tecweb Website).  These seven ways consist of visual-spatial, bodily-

kinesthetic, musical, interpersonal, interpersonal and logical-mathematical styles of learning.  

With such diverse possibilities of learning styles among individuals, museum professionals must 

consider how best to cater to audiences with differing needs (Lane, Tecweb Website).  As Falk 

and Dierking (1992) state, “people often favor one kind of learning over another” and then 

“interpret information through the lens of previous knowledge, experience and beliefs” (100, 

136).  Therefore both the style of learning and the context of the individual must be considered 

when designing programs that attempt to influence meaning-making and learning.  

       

Visitors: 
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    Museums rely on visitors to make their institutions more than just traditional storage places for 

collections and private scholarly research.  Visitors offer museums the opportunity to 

disseminate knowledge widely and make their institutions into  “cultural centers” necessary to a 

broad public.  Yet museum visitors challenge institutions to be creative through exhibitions and 

programs that enhance the ability to make meaning.   

    Museums visitors share several general characteristics that can help in understanding how to 

create successful ways to enhance learning. Most museum visitors, “are casual visitors, not pre-

arranged, and institutionally organized groups” (Falk and Dierking 1992:135). Visitors go to 

museums as part of their leisure time activity and “every visitor arrives with an agenda and a set 

of expectations for what the museum visit will hold” (Falk and Dierking 1992:141, Hood 

1983,2004: 141).  Agendas influence how the visitor will see the museum and what they will do 

there, “few visitors get out to learn the specific information contained in a particular exhibition. 

Visitor interests are much more general, and a large part of their general agenda is to have fun” 

(Hood 1983,2004:141).  Since diversion and fun is an aspect of agenda museums must consider 

entertainment as an aspect of visitors needs, yet not sell short their educational goals.   

     Hein (1998) outlines general behaviors of museums visitors when he states:  

Empirical data supports the view that visitors spend little time at individual exhibit 

components (often a matter of a few seconds and seldom as much as one minute); 

seldom read labels; usually stop at less than half the components at an exhibit; are more 

likely to use trial-and error methods at interactive exhibits than to read the instructions; 

that children are more likely to engage with interactive exhibits than adults, and that 

attention to exhibits declines shortly after half an hour (Hein 1998:138). 

 

      On first examination Hein’s description of museum visitors does not seem to have any real 

positive notes as it shows what visitors really do in an exhibit.  This description is justified and 

encompasses the way people interact, and how long they interact, with museum exhibits.  This is 
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not necessarily a negative; instead it is a challenge to educators to make engaging exhibits that 

hold attention longer.  So educators and museum professionals must put up with and meet the 

demands of the visitor even as they ignore text and instructions and do not read all the 

information.   

      It is possible to break down and dissect the term “visitor” into numerous subcategories.  

Talboys’ 2000 Museum Educators Handbook lists 13 different categories from “casual visitors” 

to “five-to sixteen-year-olds in privately-funded education” (77, 68).  Each category could again 

be broken down by age, learning ability, and physical ability (Talboys 2000:63-79). What is 

interesting and necessary is for museums to encompass and engage all of these visitors; 

Excellence and Equity notes that museums are: 

“Uniquely qualified to provide a variety of learning experiences for people of all ages, 

interests, and backgrounds…museums stimulate visitors to create their own encounters 

with objects and ideas. Adults, in particular, are seeking opportunities to learn both 

individually and with their families. The voluntary nature of the museum experience can 

be compatible with the interests of the casual visitor” (Hirzy 1992:16).   

The compatibility of museums to so many different groups is one facet that makes the museum 

vital to the community.  

The Family:  

     The family group, which comes in many shapes, sizes and genders, “comprises the largest 

single element of visitors to museums, consistently around two-thirds of all visitors”(Talboys 

2000:70; Haas 2007:75).  They are also noted to be the “most neglected when it comes to 

catering for visitors to museums” effectively museums are not paying as great attention to the 

family as they could, or should be (Talboys 2000:70). This neglect is due to the challenges 

families present to museum institutions because they do not easily fit into categories: “they 

consist of individuals belonging to different generations and have diverse personal needs, 
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learning experiences, personal histories, learning needs, and knowledge levels” (Haas 2007:75).   

Because of this diversity it is necessary to engage all levels of the family in order to have a 

positive museum experience for everyone. As Bonnie Pitman discusses in her article Places for 

Explorations and Memories, her belief is that, “museums are magical places where all members 

of a family can enjoy themselves and learn-separately or together” (Pitman 1999: 21).  

     The fact that families are so diverse is something that could easily be seen as beneficial to 

museums.  A family group visiting a museum can span all age groups, and including not just 

young children but also adults, teens, and seniors. Families choose to come to the museum in an 

informal way (Haas 2007:70). Visits are rarely planned more than the day before (Haas 

2007:70). Social interaction is the key reason for coming and rarely do these visits have a central 

educational purpose (Haas 2007:70). But Hein (1998) also notes that where “families and adult 

visitor groups come to museums for entertainment and social reasons”, the also come to learn 

(146).  Because of the diversity of their attributes, families respond positively to stimuli at the 

museum such as interactives and family activity programs.  

     Families also offer the chance of an intergenerational learning experience. The power that 

comes in the diversity of the family allows for dialogue that can create learning. Hein (1998) 

discusses the importance of the group to an individual’s ability to learn: “the individual learning 

experience is enhanced and shaped by input from other family members” (146).  The idea of 

dialogue and the ability of families to foster a dialogue of learning is central to the ideas in the 

Manual of Museum Learning section on families (Haas 2007: 49-75). Haas states: “family 

learning will be most effective if a dialogue between generations is encouraged, and knowledge 

and meaning is created in exchange between generations”( Haas 2007: 72).  The importance of 

this type of interaction is that it, “deepens understanding and tolerance among different points of 
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view and perceptions” (Haas 2007: 72). Hein (1999) observes something similar in the way 

families “have a culture of shared knowledge, values and experience. A family group that visits a 

museum can enrich its culture, storing knowledge for later sharing among family members” 

(146).  Therefore families offer a unique setting for learning to flourish that can impact not only 

intellectual growth but also cultural awareness and familial history.  

Techniques for Engagement of Families: 

     What are ways museums attempt to engage the family?  Museums have a vast repertoire of 

means by which they can engage and create learning experiences for the family.  The next 

section gives examples from museums around the country and looks at how these programs 

function to assist learning, especially with the family in mind.  This paper focuses on analyzing 

the usefulness of discovery hunts, manipulatives, and new technologies to enhance the visitor 

experience, and looks at the applicability of these programs to museums.   

Discovery Hunts and Tour Worksheets: 

     Many museums use discovery hunts or museum worksheets as a way to engage families in 

conversations.  I looked at examples from institutions across the country in order to compare 

content, organization, and functionality of the worksheets, see Appendix C. I also assessed 

museum usage of this type of activity through a survey question.   I used the analysis of  

Marianne F. Mortensen, Kimberly Smart  in Free-Choice Worksheets Increase Students’ 

Exposure to Curriculum During Museum Visits to form a basis for what to look for in successful 

worksheets, and the work of Graeme K. Talboys in Creating Great Visitor Experiences as 

reference for the pitfalls possible in worksheet construction.  Finally I was able to put into 

practices the conclusions I reached through the creation of a discovery hunt for the Arizona State 

Museum.  
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     Marianne F. Mortensen and Kimberly Smart (2007) studied conversations that would arise 

out of the use of a worksheet within a school group (1384-1414).  Although I care more about 

how families use them together (much of the Mortensen and Smart’s work looked at 

conversations between teacher and student), it is not a far stretch to consider these types of 

conversations possible between children and parents.  One of the most important findings I felt 

was that of “task-density” or the number of tasks given on a particular worksheet.  The authors 

suggest that lower task density is more informative as it allows students and teachers to explore 

their own agendas (Mortensen, Smart 2007:19).  It is with this sort of need for freedom of 

exploration in mind that I analyzed several discovery hunts.   

     Graeme K. Talboys (2000) in Creating Great Visitor Experiences takes a very negative 

approach to the museum worksheet and believes that they should not be used unless they are 

“unavoidable”(117).  This author thinks that worksheets are a poor thing for museums to use 

because the focus of the school group will “be on the worksheet and not on the museum and 

what it contains” (Talboys 2000:117).  This author lists things that should be avoided such as 

asking questions of content that is literally above the heads of the children or out of their eye 

level, avoid bottlenecks, and confine the space of the worksheet to a certain place (Talboys 

2000:117).  It is clear this author does not like worksheets, but the author only says why they are 

bad for school groups and gives no insight into how they might function within the family 

grouping.  

      Through my survey on Museum-L I received the impression that worksheets like these were 

moderately used.  57.1% of those that answered the question “Does your museum have discovery 

hunts/ tour worksheets available for children?” stated, “Yes”.  14.3% of those surveyed replied 

“No”.  Yet 34.3% of those surveyed stated they were “only for use with school groups”, while 
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only 20.0% stated “only for use with families.” It is here that the numbers do not correctly add 

up.  20 responders answered “yes” but only 19 clarified if it was with families or school groups.  

However even with this error there is a clear use of these worksheets only with school groups.  

     I looked a several examples of discovery hunts and gallery worksheets from a variety of 

institutions in Arizona and throughout the country. Descriptions and examples of these are found 

in Appendix C.  From this large body of examples and the literary analysis noted above I came 

up with certain characteristics discovery hunts should have in order to be successful.  Discovery 

hunts should function as a way to make connections between materials that might not have been 

immediately seen without a guide into the content. These discovery hunts should not function as 

quizzes; instead they should be interactive additions to exploring the information.  

     The discovery hunt should be gauged according to the audience level desired.  Therefore it 

might be necessary to develop several discovery hunts for the same area in order to incorporate 

large groups of children.  A good example of this was the division of the Aim4College Museum 

Scavenger Hunts that have four age/grade level versions for each exhibit.  I also believe that the 

narratives of each discovery hunt should change based on age/grade level not just the amount of 

“big” words used.  I think that changes in content to fit developmental levels, experience levels, 

and curriculum are necessary in order to make the discovery hunts worthwhile.  

      The discovery hunt should also be a space for interpretation and creativity.  This should be 

based on age/ grade level but even older children might benefit from the freedom of a drawing 

activity.  Open space to make art of ones own allows children to interpret what they are seeing.  

     Discovery hunt questions should help facilitate conversations between parents and children as 

they are looking at the museum exhibit. Interpretation of objects, art or exhibits is necessary and 

mandatory rather than the gathering of facts to fill in blanks.  Questions at times should allow 
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children to think freely about the information they have seen and gathered in order to synthesize 

that into an interpretation.  This might be done through a drawing activity or a writing statement.  

This might even be possible through a question that combines concepts from different areas or a 

focused question in which the answer is not readily available.  If a goal of museum education is 

to get people to interpret and make meaning from exhibits it is necessary that this also become a 

part of the activities in the museum. Also areas for interpretation set the museum apart from 

educational worksheets that students are accustomed to at school because they ask for 

interpretation of what they see not just the finding of answers.  

     Through this analysis I was able to develop a list of traits that I believed worked well in the 

discovery hunts.  I found that discovery hunts should look like a concession between the overt 

graphics of the AimforCollege and the plainness of the ASM Discovery Hunts.  Stephanie 

Weaver (2007) in Creating Great Visitor Experiences suggests working on a brand image in 

order for people to be able to visually relate your product to your institution (43-50).  Using these 

concepts I think it is necessary to develop a “look” for the museum worksheet, one that is 

consistent over time even as content changes.  I think this “look” should reflect the imgage of the 

museum is and be unique to that institution, perhaps it is a different size than discovery hunts in 

surrounding institutions, maybe it uses a different font, color or page amount to set itself 

distinctly apart.  By developing a “look” for an institution I feel (although this is in no way 

corroborated in my study) that it might be easier for visitors to find the materials among the other 

pamphlets and media offered at a museums entrance.  If the visitor knows that they typically 

look the same way they might get more use.   

      One of the important things about discovery hunts is that they are malleable to the needs of 

the institution; they can be as expensive (see the Glass Museum passport or Arizona-Sonora 
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Desert Museum for examples) or as low cost (see Arizona State Museum and the Arizona 

Historical Society) as need be.  This is important when looking for small fixes to programs in a 

struggling economy.  I believe that discovery hunts have the power to increase exhibit 

interpretation and conversations and could play an important role in an exhibit. 

     As part of my research into discovery hunts I had the opportunity to develop one for a new 

exhibit at the Arizona State Museum for the Circles of Life exhibit.  The Circles of Life exhibit 

looked at Hopi basketry and the images of animals, plants and Katsinas images found on them.  

My partner and I were given the task of creating a discovery hunt for the exhibit to debut at the 

Saturday public opening program.  The task set before us was difficult not just because neither 

one of us had created a discovery hunt, but because the exhibit itself was still in various stages of 

completion.  Although we were assigned the task several weeks in advance there was little 

preparation or development we could do until we could see the information in the exhibit.  As 

background materials, we were given the supplemental information created for teachers, the 

rough ideas of what our mentor wanted in the discovery hunt, and our prior knowledge of the 

subject. Along with the Circles of Life exhibit, our advisor wanted us to link the content of the 

discovery hunt to the Hopi section in the permanent Paths of Life exhibit.  We tried to begin 

work in this section but again we were stopped by the need for the other exhibit to be finished.  

Falk says, “this is a typical problem faced by museum educators; lack of access to exhibition 

content prior to opening so as to develop materials and design related activities” (Conversation 

April 2009). 

     Two days before the exhibition opening we were able to see the exhibit in a rough state of 

completion. Some of the basketry plaques were not yet mounted and much of the text was 

missing, but we were able to see most of what the exhibit had to offer and the layout of the 
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exhibit.  From here we walked through the exhibit getting our bearings.  We began to brainstorm 

randomly, jotting down notes of anything that came into our heads. We soon realized we needed 

some sort of goal from which to work. We decided out focus would be on visitors learning the 

meaning of the symbols on the baskets.   From this we created an organization based on the flow 

of the exhibit incorporating images and maps from the teacher packet to aesthetically enhance 

our discovery hunt. We incorporated elements of the exhibit such as images and broad concepts 

such as the Katsinas and their different images and symbols.  We flowed from the new exhibit to 

the permanent one by connecting a photograph that exists in both sections which features a Hopi 

man in his cornfield. By connecting these two images we were able to bridge the space between 

the two distant exhibits and reorient the participant to the new environment.  

     One area of discovery hunts I was unable to clearly examine was how successful discovery 

hunts are if they have to be downloaded from the museum website and brought in.  The question 

remains even after counting how many “hits” the discovery hunt portion of the site gets as it is 

unknown how many visitors actually take them to the museum and use them. One way to see this 

would be visitor evaluations of how they used the museum and if they brought materials from 

online to use in the galleries.  It may be that making the discovery hunt available via the web is 

more applicable to school group usage that a family’s because family visits are rarely planned in 

depth before the trip. 

Manipulatives 

     “Objects and exhibitions are a source of learning potential. Objects raise questions not 

addressed by documents; they can be more adequately representative of natural and cultural 

heritages; they can provide information and enlightenment that cannot be achieved through any 

other means; they call forth wonder and reflection” (Hirzy 1992:16-17). 
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      In many exhibits there are touchable objects for visitors; these things are often referred to by 

museum professionals as “manipulatives” and are used to enhance exhibit content for visitors.  

Manipulatives come in museum exhibits in differing shapes, sized and structures.  They are 

produced to fit the content of the exhibit and offer something that is tangible compared with the 

exhibit contents that are usually behind glass.  

      In the Museum Educator’s Handbook the author Talboys (2000) discusses separating a 

workroom space for activities to take place; many of her ideas in this section contain concepts 

that are applicable to the exhibit itself.  The author also notes that, “Much simpler single 

activities such as drawing can take place throughout the museum without too much disruption. It 

is also possible to build activities into exhibitions so that they become a natural feature of the 

museum experience” (Talboys 2000:127).  It is the ability for hands-on manipulatives and 

gallery activities to become a “natural feature of the museum experience” that concerns my 

research. 

     The idea that activities such as these would promote learning is corroborated by Hein and 

Alexander’s (1998) work Museums: Places of Learning, in which they state, “visitors greatly 

prefer interactive elements- and other means of participation-in exhibits” (16). These authors 

also focus their work on children noting that, “’children’ activities usually are at least triggered 

by the exhibition and often involve the objects and concepts displayed” (Hein, Alexander 

1998:18).  Falk and Dierking 1992 second these opinions: “Visitors tend to be very attentive to 

objects, and only occasionally attentive to labels. After the first few minutes, only those labels 

which hold the prospect of directly meeting the visitor’s immediate information needs will be 

read” (78). Therefore the museum designers would do well to include activities that take off from 

the child’s interest in an object to further their exploration of an idea.  Below are exhibits that use 
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manipulatives successfully; these examples are geared toward children and on an informal (non-

school) visit would also involve the parents.  

     The survey of museum professionals provided interesting results about the rate of the use of 

manipulatives, craft activities and other hands-on components.  When asked if their museum 

offered hands-on craft activities in the exhibit, 60% of those that responded chose the selection 

“Only during special programs.” The second most popular choice was “For visitors to figure out 

on their own” at 20.0% this statement intended to state that “yes” they had them and the visitors 

used them and figured them out on their own.  The third most popular choice was simply “no” 

they did not offer hands on craft activities.  Therefore most museums only offer craft activities 

when there is sure to be supervision and help of a gallery attendant such as during special 

programming.  This may be because museums worry about the mess or about controlling 

activities if there is no employee present; or it could be that the museums favor creating a quiet 

gallery space of contemplation, which does not fully address different learning preferences of 

visitors.   

     I asked about manipulatives in a more open-ended manner, “Does your museum have 

manipulatives in the exhibits? For example exhibit components such as button, flip, make a 

sound, touchable objects, computer interactive, other. Please describe below.”  This resulted in a 

variety of responses that included simple answers such as “N/A”, “occasionally”, “No” and “no, 

but that would be nice”.   

     Some responses were much longer and involved: “We have an exhibition titled "You be the 

Judge" where questions are posed on labels that the visitor slides over to read an "answer". This 

exhibition aims to provide visitors with opportunities to develop skills in looking at works of art, 

with the ultimate goal of becoming more active viewers. Using works of art from the Ringling’s 
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permanent collection – many of which may not be familiar even to frequent visitors – the 

exhibition presents the visitor with sets of pairs that illustrate fundamental ideas about art, 

including the role and meaning of condition, size, color, expression, feeling, and detail. Texts 

accompanying these pairs will provide a guided looking experience, inviting visitors to compare 

and contrast the works. By learning to be a good “judge” of the quality and condition of works of 

art, visitors will deepen their understanding and enjoyment of art.” 

      Another response offered unique examples stating: “We have notebooks that flip, buttons to 

push, a card that can be swiped to hear audio, televisions that are button activated, a video game 

& a computer matching game, and some other "touchable" items in our main natural history 

exhibit. We also have a discovery room full of hands-on activities for children”. Nine of the 

responses reported some sort of “computer interactive” involved as a manipulative.   Because of 

the plethora of varied responses most of them having some sort of “yes” type answer it shows 

that hands-on activities are a part of many museum exhibition experiences and more and more 

they are integrating technological aspects.  Computer results of the survey are further examined 

in the “technology” portion of this paper.  

Arizona State Museum:  

       The Arizona State Museum’s permanent exhibition Paths of Life documents the history and 

culture of the major Native American groups of Arizona and northern Mexico.  Sprinkled 

through the exhibit are touchable objects that tie into the exhibit cases.  For example, in the 

section on the Comcaac Indians, a case on the use of ironwood displaying several examples of 

the carvings is supplemented by an open pedestal in the middle of the exhibit with an ironwood 

bird that visitors can touch.  Although the bird is bolted down and one cannot pick it up to feel 

the weight of the wood, one can still touch it and feel how hard it is and how smoothly it is 
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carved. In the section on the Yoeme, next to the diorama of a Pahkola dance showing dancers 

wearing masks, is an open pedestal with a similar touchable mask.  The mask can be picked up, 

as it is attached to a wire, and manipulated freely. This allows people to feel the weight of the 

mask and look at the back to see how it was carved. Two other sections offer manipulates similar 

to this including an O’Ohdam basket that is made of wire, mirroring one in the case that shows 

that the O’Ohdam make baskets out of many materials. In the Navajo section is an almost life 

size sheep that people can touch and feel the wool. It connects to the panels of sheep and rugs 

and emphasized the importance of sheep to the Dine. For a 10,000 square foot exhibit there could 

be many more touchable objects, interactives, and audio provided. 

Arizona Museum for Youth 

     The Arizona Museum for Youth in Mesa, Arizona is oriented specifically to younger visitors 

and creating a family-friendly environment.  Because of this intense focus on engaging children 

the exhibit designers and educators make extensive use of hands-on activities and manipulatives 

throughout the museum.  But I would argue that they also make a more pleasurable experience 

for adults.  For a detailed discussion of the whole museum please see Appendix A.  What is truly 

unique about the Arizona Museum of Youth is the manner in which it engages all types of 

manipulative possibilities from: computers, video, and touchable objects to magandoodles, 

sliding panels, and cutting activities.   

      “Art’s Studio,” a part of the Arteville exhibition has an activity that changes daily and is 

usually some sort of art project. According to Sarah Hobbs, gallery attendant, each activity 

usually corresponds to that days featured book; the day I visited the book was Spilt Milk.  

Explanations of how to do the project are given on white boards.  The instructions were: “Split 

Milk Collage: Take one sheet of paper. Glue cotton balls or felt pieces to create your own spilt 
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milk scene. Allow to dry and take home” (Gallery Text). A supplementary white board states: 

“Large felt pieces available here for caregivers or older children to cut. FYI: will cut easies with 

a partner. Please return to counter when done” (Gallery Text).  These instructions, especially the 

second whiteboard, note the importance of working “with a partner.” Here the gallery attempts to 

build teamwork and including others in the project.   

     “Art’s Studio” also offers some very specific directions to parents enumerating three rules 

laminated on the wall:  

Art’s Studio Guidelines: 

1. Art Sudio activities are PARENT/ CAREGIVER 

SUPERVISED 

2. Children should not be left unattended in the Art 

Studio 

3. Each child may complete only ONE art project, 

please. 

 

These directions are explicit to make sure that the children are supervised while working with 

cutting tools, but I also believe it helps make the parent more aware that they are necessary in 

directing the activity.  Other messages aimed at adult caregivers are provided: “Did you 

know…painting on an easel, coloring with markers and crayons and scissor skills helps develop 

the small muscles in the hand. The development of these small muscles will help children as they 

begin printing and writing” (Gallery Text). The parents are learning about child development as 

their children experience the museum; therefore, the museum offers two levels of messages to its 

visitors.  

     Full Circle: Recycled into Art  features pieces of art by artists who are reusing everyday 

things and making them worthwhile again.  This section relates to the larger concept of recycling 

and of producing something out of what was thought of as trash. The gallery activity is placed 
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between two walls, one with a work of art by Paul Vilinski featureing butterflies made out of 

used aluminum cans, the other with paper butterflies all over it. In the center, is a large table  

with three black baskets of pens, magazines, paper and stencils of butterflies.  The task given to 

the visitor is to: “Take home or leave behind your own recycled butterfly, drawing inspiration 

from Paul Vilinski’s famous recycled butterfly shapes from aluminum cans” (Gallery text).  

What was unique about the project was that it allowed visitors to make their own art and add it to 

a growing mural on the wall.  By inviting visitors to participate in a group creation, may make 

them more inclined to try the activity.  In this way the activity does teach the concept of reusing 

things to make art; people can see the way simple magazine cut outs can become something 

more as they create a larger picture on the wall.   

       Another interesting use of manipulatives is the Dominic Benhura: Stone Sculptures from 

Africa exhibit which features a sculptor from Zimbabwe and many of his pieces.  What is unique 

about the exhibit is that it is not just about art; it is about the daily life and culture of Zimbabwe.  

The exhibit uses sliding panels to ask questions about Zimbabwe.  On the left are questions and 

on the right sliding panels hide the answers.  This is a stimulus response activity where 

answering a question can reveal the correct answer (Hein, Alexander 1998:40-41). Hein and 

Alexander (1998) discuss the power of these type of activities showing that exhibits acted like 

teachers in classrooms as they serve to, “reinforce correct answers and seek to negate incorrect 

but commonly held preconceptions” (41).   This is a spin on the normal question and answer test 

children are used to in school. Here there is no punishment for incorrect answers.  

      While this seems like a good activity to involve the visitor on thinking about exhibit concepts 

in this case, Arizona Museum for Youth education curator Laura Matzen noted that this type of 

manipulative did not function because children just moved the doors back and forth without 
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really getting any substance out of the activity.  They are considering not using this sort of 

manipulative in their upcoming exhibits.  Hein 1998 defines what Matzen saw not working in her 

exhibit; the activity was more or less “hands-on” but not necessarily “minds-on” (144).  Hein 

(1998) cautions against using a physical activity just because it is physical, “physical action, such 

as buttons to push, flaps to raise to find answers, or an activity that involved the hands, without 

necessarily involving the minds” is, to Hein, pointless.  He promotes what much of the Arizona 

Museum for Youth offered, “exhibition components or activity rooms where visitors engage in 

problem solving, complete craft activities, pursue inquiries at length, and participate in other 

activities that require attention, time and engagement, not simply physical action” (Hein 

1998:144).  The failure of this activity in the Arizona Museum for Youth does not necessarily 

mean it is a poor activity, instead it means it does not function well for the intended audience, 

children.  It may work better with older visitors, especially if more content information is 

provided and a further question is raised. This type of component is also used at the Heard 

Museum, but at this time it remains unknown as to the success of it.  

      The Heard Museum of Phoenix, Arizona has an entire gallery devoted to activities for 

children and visitors.  This gallery known as We Are! Arizona’s First features brief histories and 

cultural information on the Native groups of Arizona.  The Heard Museum website discusses this 

exhibit noting, “We Are! Arizona's First People tells about Arizona's 21 federally recognized 

tribal communities and offers more than a dozen interactive activities fun for children and 

adults” (quote website). Each group of indigenous peoples has a panel with information about 

the community and many have an interactive activity and art or cultural object in a small case.  

The panels are more like cubbies or small desk-like areas that accommodate about three people 

in the space.  
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       There were several different types of activities: interactive take-aways, listening activities, 

manipulatives, and movies. These activities relate to something in the culture and usually are 

connected to an object in the case.  When Jena Lasco, the education director, was asked about the 

exhibit and how expensive it was and the upkeep involved she stated quickly that it cost, 

“$12,000 annually to maintain the exhibit, and that daily education staff must restock and clean 

up the area” (Interview).  To see a discussion of all of the activities in the exhibit see Appendix 

A.  

       The take away projects are unique because they ask visitors to make something that they can 

take away and keep.  The exhibit is careful to relate the activity back to what the text states in 

order to connect the community to the project that is being done. All supplies are provided, from 

crayons and paper to the tin foil needed for the Inde burden basket.  Projects include: a canoe 

coloring activity for the Colorado River peoples, making a Tohono O’Odham basket out of 

paper, another basket making activity for the Yavapai Prescott nation, an Inde burden basket 

making activity, Yaqui paper fowler making activity and a doll making activity for the Ak-Chin 

community.   

     The listening activities were interesting because they combine the idea of a manipulative 

puzzle, a story and listening activity.  The listening activities used technology to localize the 

sound only in the area of the people using the activity so it did not distract other visitors.  One 

stands under a glass dome which is high overhead and then presses a red button on the panel and 

a story begins.  This story uses words from the language of the people in the panel. To go along 

with the story participants can remove pieces of a puzzle which shows a picture from the story 

being told.  Under each piece is written the word describing the picture in both English and the 

Native language.  This activity allows visitors to manipulate pieces while listening and might 
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help them be more attentive to the story. It exposes visitors to new languages while giving them 

something familiar (an object) to look at and consider at the same time. This multi-faceted 

activity combines hands-on with listening and interpretation.  

      There were also manipulative activities that involved lifting flaps to reveal information or 

beading and braiding activities.  The activities that involved lifting flaps had pictures on one side 

of particular plants and a question that could be answered by lifting the flaps. If you lift the 

correct flap the answer says “correct” and tells what the culture uses the item for.  This combines 

the question and answer format with a visual and manipulative component.  Visitors have 

choices in this activity and finding the answer is part of a challenge.  Other activities include 

learning how to bead similarly to the beadwork shown in the objects in the cases. This might be a 

very good area for younger children who are learning shapes and how to manipulate objects.  

Patterns, colors and shapes all can be learned through this activity.  

       I spoke with education director Amy Grochowski of the Maxwell Museum of Anthropology 

about a new exhibit on Mayan textiles that is being developed. The education department is 

working on making activities for each segment of the exhibit that can be used by families in a 

self-guided manner without a facilitator. They want to make sure these things are always out, not 

just on special program days, and that the pieces will not disappear.   

      The exhibit is based upon the work on Patricia Greenwood and the concepts that weaving is 

passed from mother to child in Mayan culture.  For the family activity portion, the Mayan 

Goddess Ixchel will lead visitors on a self-guided basis. There are four sections to the exhibit and 

Ms. Grochowski wants to have an activity in each section.   

      Section 1: Introduction.  This section shows different types of textiles, and the family activity 

will incorporate different garments for a dress up activity.  This activity is based on one used in 
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docent-led tours for children.  The dress up concept is something also explored by Talboys 

(2000) in the Museum Educators Handbook, “Role play involves tasking on a role and living 

through a variety of experiences common to that role. A student might, for example, dress in a 

representative costume of an eighteenth-century villager and perform a number of everyday 

activities associated with village life of that period” (127).  The idea of exploring a task was not 

stated as a goal of Ms. Grochowski; instead she wanted children to feel what it was like to wear 

those cloths incorporating the weight and the warmth of the textile.   

      Section 2: The Process of Weaving. In this area Ms. Grochowski would like to focus on the 

aspect of the mother-daughter weaving tradition.  The activity she plans to develop is a hands-on 

weaving experience with instructions.  

      Grochowski is struggling with how to maintain concepts of learning in the activities for 

sections 3 and 4, and that it is self-guided compounds the problem.  Section 3 focuses on the 

cultural identity that the textiles portray for the groups that wear them. She may design an 

activity where visitors “create” garments similar to those in the exhibits, then make something 

that symbolizes their own identity.  She is approaching this concept by possibly developing some 

sort of magnets with design elements prints on the magnets, but she is not sure how well it will 

hold up in an exhibit.  

       Section 4: focuses on inspiration and shows the progression of styles based on influences 

because of globalization.  The activity Grochowski wants to create incorporates visitors looking 

at the Mayan textile patters in the exhibit and examples from around the world, then creating 

something that reflects where they live/ their culture. This she has visualized as a writing activity 

where they relate a story about where they would get inspiration.  She will have a box of 
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materials, things that represent New Mexico, and ask visitors to use these items to tell a story 

connecting it to their own identity.  

    All of her ideas bring together concepts from the exhibit and try to relate them to the lives of 

the visitors. By dressing up children can feel what it is like to wear something like the people in 

the exhibit and to feel the weight, smell, and texture of the cloths.  Activities such as writing 

about inspirations shows the visitor that they are not as different as those in the exhibit as they 

too are inspired to make and create things. Weaving connects the visitor to the main focus of the 

exhibit and its content. Manipulating the paper to weave shows the concentration, skill and time 

that goes into real weaving.  

University of Arizona Museum of Art:  
 
     Manipulatives take on a different twist in the University of Arizona Museum of Art where 

education director Lisa Hastreiter-Lamb created activity kits for children to use when visiting the 

museum with their families.  These “family packs” took the place of an activity gallery which 

Ms. Hastreiter-Lamb lamented she could not have in the museum due to spatial concerns.  The 

family packs attempt to make up for the lack of hands-on elements in the exhibitions.  However, 

these packs are seldom used, only about 1% of all visitors use them, the reason for this Ms. 

Hastreiter-Lamb felt was poor advertising and placement- effectively people did not know they 

were there.  

     At the time of my observations there were 3 packs available. Each pack was different and 

related to different age groups and skill levels.  The activity box The Shape You’re In discussed 

shapes through a variety of activities; this box was geared to younger children.  The box 

discusses art concepts such as geometric shapes, organic shapes, and pattern. Inside the main box 

were four smaller different color boxes that each contained an activity and a set of questions to 
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go along with that activity.  For example the circular blue box has directions to: “Take out the 

ORGANIC shapes inside this box. See if you can find any sculptures in the museum that have 

the same shape? Can you find any of these shapes in the museum’s paintings.”  Inside the blue 

box there were 5 wooden blue shapes for children to use as reference.  Activities such as this 

offer something tangible for the child to hold and reference ie wooden shapes and a learning 

activity of applying those shapes to the art around them it focuses their looking. 

     The second family pack was actually a small clear and purple backpack that contained several 

boxes with activities. This pack was geared toward an older audience and deals with concepts 

such as painting and art content, context, comparison and meaning.  The activities are much 

more based in words and directions than in manipulating things. One activity in a purple box had 

a painting of “Avalanche by Wind”.  The directions on the lid stated: “Draw a card. Use your 

eyes to travel through the painting to find answers to the questions”.  Therefore this activity asks 

children to use their imagination and step inside the painting to find answers.  One of the cards in 

the box asks children to: “use your eyes to follow the railroad track. What did you pass by? What 

did you find at the end of the track? What is the man doing and why?”  These questions are much 

more content driven, than object centered, and ask children to look with depth at the content of 

the painting.   

     The last family pack is a box that was made to look like a dog house, and a large plush dog.  

The dog is actually the theme of the content of the pack.  The dogs tag names him as “Artie” and 

his activity is finding the dogs in the paintings around the museum.  The content inside the box 

also focuses on finding things in the paintings, and interpreting what the pictures mean.  For 

example after finding a dog in a certain painting children are then asked “why do you think that 

the dog has such a fancy hair cut?”.  This gets the child thinking about what is going on in the 
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painting and looking at the other elements around the dog that might influence his appearance. 

The directions then ask about “Princess Juana” stating she is the short woman on the left. What 

clues tell you she is a princess?”  Now the pack moves away from the dog to other elements of 

the painting. Again, this activity helps direct a child to really focus on the works of art and think 

about what they are seeing. 

     The University of Arizona Art Museum offers family packs that are not just thrown together 

idlely.  Instead the content is well thought out, diverse, and packaged in a way that children are 

drawn to the packs.  The packs were developed by volunteers and are not expensive to maintain.  

     On the Museum-L survey 82.9% chose the option “no” to the question:  “Do you have gallery 

activities that can be checked out and used independently by visitors (such as a totebag or 

backpack)?”  Eight that chose “yes” responded with descriptions of the packs or the results of 

their use.  One response stated, “This component was discontinued last year due to the low use of 

the program. When the short-term exhibit (two years) that the backpacks were designed to 

compliment they had been used 3-5 times. I decided to not incorporate this activity into future 

exhibits”. This response seems to echo the observations of Ms. Hastreiter-Lamb; although it is 

unknown if this respondent’ backpacks were well advertised or what their content was. Six of 

those that said “yes” stated they did have them in some capacity or were developing them for 

upcoming exhibits.  Two of those that responded noted distinctly that they were for families one 

response stated: “we have a scavenger hunt type packet that can be borrowed by families with 

children. (or anyone else, but they're geared toward kids),” and another response stated: “We 

have different totes that family groups can check out to further explore our museum and 

property. They're thematic and range in subject matter from nature, history, gardens and art”.  

Therefore this style of activity is being used or at least there is interest in its use.   
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       In closing, manipulatives in exhibits breathe life and activity into often static sets of objects 

and text. They help focus looking and encourage deeper thought about the objects and concepts 

presented in labels. By incorporating activities into the exhibit museum professionals offer 

another outlet for learning one that can be enjoyed by kids or people who are kids at heart.  As 

Talboys (2000) states, “John Dewey (1963) has argued convincingly that education should be 

based on direct experience. One of the most direct forms of experience is touching. When the 

objects we touch are from cultures distant and sometimes alien to our own, there is a great 

psychological impact that cannot be achieved even by looking at the same object from close 

quarters” (Talboys 2000:126). This also relates to Gardner’s learning styles as the body- 

kinesthetic learners like, “movement, making things, touching. They communicate well through 

body language and be taught through physical activity, hands-on learning, acting out, role 

playing. Tools include equipment and real objects” (Lane, Tecweb Website).  By offering hands-

on activities museums help foster learning in a way that uses sensory perception like touching to 

promote learning.  This type of learning also could be preferred by visitors and therefore very 

successful and creating learning experiences for diverse audiences. Touching and engaging in an 

exhibit brings out the strong educational possibility inherent in the museum institution.  

Technology:  

“Communicate through a variety of means-from exhibitions to interpreters to electronic media- 

in many combinations, both within and outside their walls” (Hirzy 1992:12). 

     The quote above was taken from Excellence and Equity which states that there are a variety of 

means to “communicate” with visitors and one of the most important for the 21st century is the 

noted “electronic media.”  The role of technology in museums is ever evolving and is now a 

necessary component of research on engagement in the exhibit environment. Technology in 
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museums is an issue that is hard to explore through traditional means of research.  Because 

technology is ever changing, and its applications constantly evolving, books on the subject are 

easily out-dated within years.  For this reason I focused my research not only on text sources, but 

also on web analysis of technology using museum websites, blogs, and websites of exhibit 

designers that are asking broad questions about technology in museums or showing use of new 

technology.   

     There is a unique concept gaining ground in museum design and theory: the applicability of 

Web 2.0 to the museum.  Web 2.0 as defined by Matthew MacArthur (2007), “ Web 2.0 

embraces a variety of concepts, some having to do with specific technologies and new ways of 

thinking about the architecture of the Web. But more than that, it is a ‘social phenomenon 

embracing an approach to generating and distributing Web content itself, characterized by open 

communication, decentralized authority, freedom to share and re-use’” (57-58).  Web 2.0 itself 

has nothing to do with museums as institutions unless people make it relevant; therefore many 

museum professionals are looking for ways to adapt these ideas and the web itself to the museum 

complex.  Nina Simon exhibit designer devotes her web blog Museum 2.0 to exploring, “the 

ways that the philosophies of Web 2.0 can be applied in museums to make them more engaging, 

community-based, vital elements of society” (Friday, December 01, 2006).  Simon wants to see 

the Web 2.0 participatory aspects applied to the museum exhibit (Friday, December 01, 2006).  

Her blog devotes itself to bringing examples of applied technology in museums to the web where 

people can access and use the ideas for their own purposes.   

     Much of web 2.0 applicability and controversy come with the connection of web users to the 

information museums contain, and the free access and opinion giving that could “potentially 

corrupt” the reliability of museum information (Matthew MacArthur 2007:59-60).  But 
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concerning this paper and how to engage audience namely family groups in museums the 

conversation on web corruption is less important and instead I want to focus on how activities in 

the gallery are bringing in concepts of Web 2.0 to make conversations, programs and 

presentations that foster learning within the dynamic of a group in an informal learning 

environment, the museum gallery.  

     As MacAuthur (2007) describes how museums can apply web 2.0 broadly into their programs 

he enumerates several areas where museums can connect to people.  Of the family or group he 

specifically notes: “Social interaction with family or group members, and even among unrelated 

visitors, is a crucial part of museum learning. Group learning is not only effective but 

economical, as group members distribute information and come together to share results. 

Museums can serve groups of learners by designing experiences for multiple users, fostering 

social interaction and placing motivated novices alongside knowledgeable mentors” (MacAuthur 

2007:62).  Here the author describes the philosophy behind design that museums should take 

when bringing technology and web 2.0 users into the museum.  He suggests museum design 

exhibits that mix both the desire of the museum visitor to have control over content and the 

museums need to give correct relevant information.  In order to see how these concepts worked 

in museums I looked at several examples of large-scale technological installations and museums 

across the country to see how they were connecting Web 2.0’s interactivity to the museum 

landscape. 

     Related below are several examples of large-scale technological installations occurring in 

museums across America.  These instillations all have a common theme of fostering dialogue 

and expanding knowledge of certain ideas the museum is presenting.  These are often noted as 

alternatives to traditional means of transmitting additional information such as in an audio tour.  
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These programs are also not standard among museums yet, and are more or less on the cutting- 

edge of technology applicability to the museum space.  

Oregon History Museum:    

     Although the entire exhibit “Oregon My Oregon” weaved technology throughout its 

discussion of the people and history of Oregon it is the final section of the exhibition that 

pertains best to this section.   

     The final section of the exhibition has an interesting multimedia interactive experience.  

Because the preceding exhibit is designed chronologically it moves into the present by the end of 

the exhibit.  The final segment is an interactive area that is set up to look like a fifties diner with 

a counter to sit at and small counter juke boxes.  These juke boxes instead of songs are 

programmed to trigger a short discussion/ movie on current issues facing Oregon today.  

     My personal experience with this section was with my aunt age 65 and two younger cousins 

(my aunt’s grandchildren, ages 14 and 17).  We listened to several issues; one we were 

particularly interested in was on doctor-assisted suicide. This was not only an issue in Oregon, 

but it would be appearing on the ballot in nearby Washington State where my family lived.  We 

listened closely to the debated and all exchanged opinions about the subject.  We did not dwell 

here too long; however, because it was an issue that got my aunt riled up, so quickly my 14-year-

old cousin changed it to the environment. Each section played a series of video clips on the 

subject with differing sets of opinions. We stayed here about 10 minutes enjoying flipping 

thorough different videos and resting.   

      This section of the exhibit won the 2005 silver MUSE award which is given by the American 

Association of museums to honor, “institutions or independent producers which use digital 

media to enhance the museum experience and engage new audiences, the MUSE awards 
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celebrate scholarship, innovation, creativity and inclusively” (American Association of 

Museums: 2005).   

     This use of technology helps to facilitate a conversation by presenting the issues and allowing 

a space that promoted conversation by staging a lunch counter where people could see one 

another and talk.  This application of technology asked people to interpret the information they 

were given yet bring their own opinions and agendas, literally, to the table to discuss. 

 Walker Art Center  

     The Walker Art Center, Minneapolis, Minnesota for its new exhibit Strangely Familiar: 

Design and Everyday Life developed an interactive “dialog table” which was located in the 

gallery (Kinecity Website).  The table was developed to, “augment the silent art museum 

experience with a participatory group interaction”(Kinecity Website). The website that 

showcases the dialog table at the Walker Art Center provides a slide show of the purpose of the 

table with images of people using the table.  The text offered with these images gives the reason, 

purpose and design elements offered by the table, the text is below:  

DATA SPACE 

A collection of images bubble up at the top encouraging a spontaneous grasping of favorite 

artworks. Enlarged favorites are collected at the table edge. Three tools allow manipulation and 

exploration of your collection. 

The “Explore“ tool provides descriptive text, related video or sound clips. 

The “Relate“ tool brings up related art works. 

The “Make“tool allows you to create and email a postcard. (Kinecity Website).   

 

       What is interesting about the dialog table is the ability to allow the person using it to curtail 

their experience to the things they like most about the exhibit.  The ability to manipulate 

“exploration of your collection” gives the user the freedom to collect things they like and then do 

something with them, ie: make an email postcard.  The “Explore” and “Relate” tools are 
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important also as they offer more information than can be found on the wall, and, one would 

hope, the language used in the videos and text might be more accessible to a wider audience that 

textual wall descriptions. 

SOCIAL SPACE 

The Dialog Table encourages you to engage with and discuss art. Elbow to elbow you interact 

simultaneously in both physical and digital space (Kinecity Website).  
 

      As the website for the dialog states in the introduction, the table is designed to “augment the 

silent art museum”  by creating conversation between people and a further examination of works 

of art (Kinecity Website).  By encouraging interaction in both “physical and digital space” 

creators attempted to bring technology away from the solitary experience and into one that 

allows many people to visualize the concepts and participate in the discussion (Kinecity 

Website).  It allows them to further explore the works of art and concepts presented in the 

exhibit.  

     The dialog table at the Walker Art Center has the possibility of expansion far beyond the 

realm of the art museum world.  In discussion with Lisa Falk she briefly described what one 

would look like at the Arizona State Museum.  Her description included the ability to find more 

information about the cultures found in the exhibits including maps, listening to native voices, 

other comparative object examples, and the ability to email that information to ones self to 

access at home (Conversation March 2009).  The use of the dialog table offers a chance for 

anthropological museums like the Arizona State Museum to enhance the vast stories of the 

communities the exhibits discussed by expanding upon the often far too brief descriptions found 

in the panels of the exhibit.  Also the freedom to choose what interests one most and explore that 

more deeply is a great addition to the museum.   
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     I see the dialog table as a way to bridge the digital and physical as the dialog website defines 

but in a different way than they interpret.  Yes it is true that one would be interacting with the 

people around them more than usual, but there would also be interaction with the objects 

themselves a digital version can allow visitors to turn an object around and focus in closely on 

details.  The ability to move from viewing and interacting with the physical object in a museum 

exhibit to a digital format where information can be exchanged enhances the learning potential in 

museums.   

The Heard Museum: 

     Similar to the Walker Art Center’s dialog table is a small use of the concept at the Heard 

Museum in Phoenix, Arizona.  The Heard Museum’s exhibit entitled Home which their website 

describes it as a place to:  

    Experience the Heard's most prized masterpieces, sweeping landscapes, poetry and 

personal recollections on an unforgettable journey through the Southwest and the vibrant 

arts and cultures of Native people. Quotes and interviews with artists and Native 

community members are interwoven throughout the exhibition reflecting on the 

importance of family, community, land and languages. Join us for an exciting trip 

through the American Indian Southwest, from the distant past to today (Heard Museum 

Website) 

     One way the Heard Museum interweaves the interviews “with artists and the Native 

community members” is through “multi media and interactive displays” found throughout the 

exhibit.  These come in the form of computer kiosks that connect to an exhibit case.  Each 

computer has two listening devices that can be held to the ear and a touch screen computer that 

leads to additional information about the artists and subject matter through the voices of the 

artists themselves, community members, and curators.  By offering the different voices about the 

same object one is able to see the depth of importance one simple object has to a range of 

different people.   
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      These computer interactive offer additional information and videos much like the dialog 

table but it a small scaled down version.  Discussion can be fostered as two people can listen at a 

time and the contents discussed.  When I visited the Heard Museum I was the one playing at the 

kiosks while I related to my mother the content there in as she looked and read labels.  One thing 

I did notice however is that these kiosks did promote a quiet dialog since only the person using 

the headphones could hear the content.  There was no large scale dynamic discussion as I would 

assume the dialog table would foster. Also there were no chairs around the listening devices to 

promote a longer stay.  I still felt like I had to be quiet in the gallery.   

      The Heard Museum in a way counters this need for quiet by offering an “interactive e-room” 

which allows visitors to, “access to Web sites, radio stations, and Native newspapers and 

magazines”.  This room is separated from the general Home gallery but still visible and 

accessible; however, it is unknown how many people noticed it was there.  Here there were 

several computers at desks with chairs for people to sit at.  This area offered a more comfortable 

setting for exploration. While the kiosks in the exhibit were meant for short usage and offered 

only short clips the e-room fosters a longer stay in an area sectioned off that seemed to welcome 

louder and longer conversations.  

     The Heard Museum and Walker Art Center are not the only places offering similar computer 

interactives in their exhibits. In Peter Samis 2007 article New Technologies as Part of a 

Comprehensive Interpretive Plan he discusses the use of “fixed position gallery interactives” 

giving further examples similar to those found at the Walker Art Center and Heard Museum 

(25).  

     According to Samis (2007) the work of “smart tables” and “fixed position gallery 

interactives” offer a different way for people to use technology in a museum (25).   He looks at 
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the smart table in the Museum of Modern Art’s (in New York, New York) 1999 Un-Private 

House exhibit.  This table was a “circular sit-down table within the exhibition space” (Samis 

2007: 25).  Samis (2007) description of the smart table shows it actually functioning much like a 

table with “place settings” one could put information on and explore, and a “lazy Susan”  at the 

center that people could put information on and pass to another person near them (26).   

     The Arizona State Museum already offers a type of large scale interactive in the Set In Stone 

exhibit on miners, materials and jewelry of the southwest both past and present.  In this section 

there is a small computer terminal with screen and a large flat screen monitor placed above.  

There is seating available and the computer interactives here offer audio and video on the 

“Miners Project” which is a project that seeks to record the stories and histories of miners in the 

southwest.  There are a variety of videos available and the use of both the large and small screen 

allow numerous visitors to watch the same video at once.  

     The use of smart tables, dialog tables and computer kiosks are an expanding part of museum 

exhibits everywhere.  But there is a significant draw back to this type of technology, it is very 

expensive.  As Angela T. Spinazze (2007) discusses in her article Technology’s No Tea Party for 

Small Museums smaller institutions have trouble implementing technology.  She based her 

argument on an American Association of Museums study on media and technology in small 

museums with five or fewer full time staff members (122-123).  The top three technologies 

found to be used by those respondents of the survey were email, Word processing, and Internet 

(Spinazze 2007:122).  These institutions have trouble maintaining simple day-to-day uses of 

technology for their own administration let alone implementing large technological projects like 

dialog tables.  The survey found that, “the most significant barrier to using information 

technology is financial support” (Spinazze 2007:122).  Although my work does not look at 
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museums of this small a size it is easy to see that similar financial restraints would cause even 

larger museums to not implement large-scale stationary technologies.   

      Large-scale interactive installations like these have an impact on the family coming into the 

museum because these components are designed to foster dialogue.  It is through dialogue that 

families learn, and when working together at one of these large-scale interactives the opportunity 

for cross-generational discussion is great.  This discussion can also be motivated by non-

technological means using manipulatives and questions that relate content to the visitor’s own 

life, and that offer provocative questions. But visitors are more likely to get into an in depth 

discussion when hearing multiple voices, manipulating data, and having seating so as to 

encourage more of a time commitment to the activity.  

Audio Tours:  

          Museums have traditionally used audio tours as part of their repertoire for disseminating 

additional information to their visitor beyond the realm of exhibition text.  The history of the 

audio device in the museum setting is long for,“40 years, museums have been providing visitors 

with audio tours”(Dowden, Sayre 2007:35).  Along the way museums have adapted their audio 

devices to meet the new and changing technology of the era (Dowden and Sayre 2007:35).  What 

has become clear is that once again technology is changing and offering museums a new way of 

reaching diverse audiences through the application of new audio devices such as MP3 players, 

and cell phones, for the museum setting.    

      The cell phone has become ubiquitous part of American culture with applications not just for 

making calls but also for sending text messages, pictures, and accessing the Internet.  The cell 

phone has taken on a new role in the museum environment as well, no longer do museum 

professionals see this as a harmful annoyance to the enjoyment of the viewing public, but now it 
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is a device that readily accesses information.  Dowden and Sayre (2007) note the importance of 

these new “hybrid mobile devices” which have the capacity to improve the museum world by 

“allowing museums to focus on content and strategy rather than hardware, while taking full 

advantage of the tools and technologies of a multi-networked world” (35).  The museum can take 

advantage of the fact that almost all museum goers come to the museum with a mobile device, 

this will cut down on cost as museums can eliminate or scale back their traditional audio tours/ 

equipment.   

     The way that museums use mobile devices will and does function very similarly to the 

traditional audio tour where numbers are found next to a specific work or exhibit and visitors dial 

in a number to hear additional information about that subject.  As Lisa Falk describes, “Visitors 

to our Masks of Mexico exhibit tasted our audio tour at various points. Since people are used to 

talking on cell phones while doing multiple activities, it feels natural to look, listen, and share 

ideas with another while using a cell phone. They also had the ability to call in and leave a 

comment about the exhibit” (Conversation April 2009). Therefore people use their cell phone as 

they typically would another audio device.  Because of the familiarity with the device, and the 

comfort of multitasking with it, people may be more inclined to use it as a way to foster 

discussion.   

     But as stated earlier, mobile devices no longer just allow users to access information through 

dialing a number there is a whole host of additional applications that make the device much more 

than a phone.  As Dowden and Sayre (2007) suggest the multi-faceted capability of these devices 

allows: “live integration” which “will permit a museum visitor such capabilities as accessing a 

location-specific gallery map while also accessing a related interpretive audio program from 

another museum via cell phone or geoblogging their experience while using their device’s 
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camera to take photos or video” (37).  Using a mobile device on many different levels creates a 

challenge for museums who have to keep up with the changing technological landscape while 

effectively using small funding sources (Dowden, Sayre 2007:36).  These authors suggest the 

best way for museums to keep up with the technological times is to: “survey larger technology 

and social computing trends, determining where they intersect and how they will affect the 

content they create to extend and enhance the visitor’s experience” (Dowden, Sayre 2007:36).  

At this point technology in museums is at a state of evolution that makes a level of guesswork 

necessary for those attempting to plan for the future (Sayre, Dowden 2007:36).    

     Through my survey I discovered a shocking result when it came to the percentage of 

institutions that answered the survey 80% of them did not offer audio tours! Cell phone and MP3 

players had a percentage of 8.6 respectively, and the choice of “other hand held device” came out 

with only 2.9%.  Therefore few museums surveyed are offering these types of tours but of those 

that are, they are moving away from more traditional devices to the world of cell phones and 

MP3 players.   

     Technology in the museum, in both large-scale interactive and audio tour, attempts to make 

the learning experience a varied one for the museum visitor.  The content can easily be aimed at 

a particular audience such as children, or offered in other languages. For the family, technology 

can bring conversation and hopefully deeper thoughts about exhibit content.  The audio tour is 

more private, but with the application of mobile devices the privacy and solitude of the audio 

tour may be changing in a way that fosters a dialogue as well.  Technology is ever changing and 

therefore the role of technology in museums is ever altering.   

Conclusion: 
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     People come to museums as part of a social outing using their leisure time to experience what 

museums have to offer.  In order to engage these diverse groups museums must think broadly 

about how people learn and construct activities that foster deeper more focused looking at the 

material in exhibits.  It is necessary to alter museum visitor behavior, changing them from a 

passive viewer who spends only “a matter of a few seconds” at exhibit components, to an active 

participant in the information (Hein 1998:138).  Museums can stimulate conversations about 

content and objects through the application of hands-on activities and technologies that ask 

questions in unique ways.  Questions that explore concepts and ask people to think deeper about 

a subject are the basis for the acquisition of knowledge in a museum setting.   

     Museums are challenged to apply principles of learning to their exhibitions if they hope to 

attain a presence in the community.  The history of museums did not necessarily predicate much 

more than storage and preservation of objects, but, with a new focus on visitors, museums desire 

to be more to their audience.  Through object interpretation and interactive exhibits, museums 

can foster a connection with people and recreate themselves as vibrant, “new community 

centers” (Vogel 2009).  The economic downturn in the United States has weakened funding 

sources such as grant money and donations coming into the museum.  This presents a challenge 

to the expansion of interactive components as museums deal with shrinking budgets.  But it 

could also be looked at as a time to think creatively and widely about how to make small changes 

to current exhibitions, or during the planning stages of new ones, that increase visitor attention to 

the material.  By spending time on engagement techniques museums could gain visitors to their 

institutions. By offering an enticing experience that fulfills their leisure time needs, people will 

return with more regularity, too.   
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    I propose starting with ways to engage the family in museum exhibits, as the first place 

museums should begin adjusting programming.  By creating hands-on activities in the exhibit 

spaces families may be more likely to participate than just during family days or docent led 

tours.  The family often entails a large group of people, a therefore a viable revenue source.  By 

making content for families, museums will engage both adult visitors and younger ones too.  

Therefore it would benefit all visitors as other age groups move through the museum can also 

participate in activities.  “Kid friendly” does not have to mean “adult exempt” in a gallery space; 

it is up to museum professionals to create exhibits that engage both groups.  By creating exhibits 

and components that ask visitors of all ages to think deeper, museums will begin to reach their 

goal of becoming essential parts of the community.  
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Appendix A 
Museum Summaries: 
 
Arizona Museum for Youth 
Mesa, Arizona  
 
Mission: The Arizona Museum for Youth inspires children of all ages to experience their world 

differently through art, creativity and imagination.   

 Exemplary Practices:  Artville is a gallery space devoted to 0-4 year olds with activities and 

hands on exhibits that help foster learning, art and creativity.  “Artville is a parent supervised 

early learning environment designed for ages 0-4 parents must stay with children at all times” 

(Gallery Text).  The gallery is staffed by one person who is there to assist the young visitors and 

their parents with the activities.  The space is devoted to a “town” or “house” like atmosphere 

that engages kids in a variety of environments, from kitchen to garden, living room to play 

ground. This is “Art’s” world he is a figure who is shown throughout on text portions of the 

exhibit giving directions and asking questions. Bight colors and oversized items like paint 

bottles, soft furniture and play apertures make it a kid’s atmosphere and a fun place to be.  

     Art’s kitchen environment has both English and Spanish words helping kids to know what 

things are and where they go.  The use of English and Spanish enhances languages skills and 

diversity and promotes the use of museums by non English speakers. “Art’s gallery” has wooden 

slats and blocks to make things with text on the wall that informs parents how to engage with 

their kids. “Art’s studio” has an activity that changes daily and is usually some sort of art project. 

Explanations of how to do the project are given, as are hopeful things about art itself. “art’s 

Studio” also engaged the minds of parents as it reminded them on signs the importance of art 

activities for developing creativity, small muscles and coordination.  “Art’s Park” children can 

make a picture and mail it from the information dies and Art will mail it back to the visitor.  Also 
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the park has helpful tips such as, “Did you know?: Play is the most powerful way for young 

children to learn” (Gallery text). “Art’s Garden” had places where children could pick fruit from 

a tree or vegetables from the ground.  

     While visiting the gallery I was fortunate enough to visit it during naptime which means the 

gallery was vacant and the gallery staff was cleaning up the space for the post luch crowd.  I took 

the opportunity to ask Sarah Hobbs about the room.  She said that the daily activity in “Art’s 

Studio” went with the book they had as the central reading activity.  The art project was designed 

to be open ended and a little messy.  When asked what her job was she said that every person 

that comes in has their own style some are school tours and very structured and she helps more 

with the activity. With others it is open ended and her job is to redirect and ask questions and talk 

more.  

     In the main exhibition space they had three exhibits.  The largest was one called: Full Circle 

Recycled into Art  which had the goal of , “discovering the hidden beauty with in something that 

appears ugly at first glance” (Gallery text).  The text of the exhibit tells about the piece of art but 

also define art words such as “enameling” an example of this was the Boris Bally sculptures.  

Some signs were also lower to help younger visitors as seen in Matt Mays’ sculptures.  The 

labels however do not ask questions.  

      There were several activities inside the gallery one of which was “Be a Recycling artist” the 

instructions here were to “Take home or leave behind your own recycled butterfly, drawing 

inspiration from Paul Vilinski’s famous recycled butterfly shapes from aluminum cans” (Gallery 

text).  The activity here connects to the real work near by, then the individual visitor created 

butterflies out of magazine paper are put on a wall facing the original art work therefore 

becoming a piece of art itself. 
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      The exhibit has over interactive aspects including a “message board” made up of post-its that 

people can write messages on and leave behind about their museums.  This is a good response to 

a high tech world, people can leave feedback for the museum that becomes a part of the exhibit 

itself and if there are inappropriate things they can be taken down.  But content still remains such 

as a young visitor that states, “I don’t like art” on his/her post-it.  This was part of a four-sided 

display that had several hands on interactive components. One side had the message board.  

Another side entitled “Recycling in the city of Mesa!” has information on recycling and a TV 

screen with a video on recycling. Another side as an interactive memory game where participants 

match up things that are attached with Velcro to the exhibit. The final side has reading material 

on recycling.  

      Another gallery activity was an art making activity which asked visitors to make an Arizona 

state cut out made from magazine paper.  This related back to the USA made out of metal that 

shows all of the states.  

     The final hands on activity in the recycling exhibition was an activity entitled “Sort the 

Recyclables.” This involves a magnetic board where recyclables are placed and the task is divide 

them into things one would like to make a piece of art work with and others that should be 

thrown out.  

      Near the end of the exhibit is a movie of a FOX 10 news report on art and recycling featuring 

one of the artists in the exhibit.  

        Way to Glow is a small exhibit that glows in the dark and is cut off from the other galleries 

so the black light affects work. At certain times the lights are off at certain times they are on.     

      Dominic Benhura: Stone Sculptures from Africa exhibit features the works of art of the artist 

and also things about the African culture from which he hails.   
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     Gallery activity “Try your Hand at Texture” the idea is to draw inspiration from Dominic 

Benhura’s Elephant and Scorpion sculptures and make something yourself.  There is paper, 

scissors and crayons and textured plated for tracing animal like textures.  All supplies and desks 

are low to ground and the scissors are attached to wires to they don’t disappear.  

     Another activity has magnadoodles, a popular children’s toy, mounted on the wall and asks 

visitors to sketch something it includes examples of things that could be drawn.  

      That “Artist’s studio” section has video of the artist working and the tools and materials he 

uses that are mounted on the wall yet they can be touched. 

     To discuss the African culture of Zimbabwe from which the artist comes, there is a traditional 

dwelling set up that has inside musical instruments that can be plucked.  And music plays in the 

hut to immerse the senses.  Other cultural features of the exhibit include a spinning wheel that 

shows English words and Zimbabwe equivalents and shows a picture of the city. Near the 

elephant sculpture, that is central to the exhibit, a small screen gives facts about the elephant that 

changes frequently.  

      Another interactive part of the exhibit asks questions then have sliding doors that show the 

answers on the right. Another section relates the importance of the family by showing a video 

screen that talks about life there.  

Notes:  Although the exhibits are for kids, my boyfriend had fun participating in the craft 

activities while I wrote notes. Also the activities themselves for recycling were very cheap at 

least the magazines.  
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Arizona State Museum 
University of Arizona, Tucson  
  
     Arizona State Museum has two permanent exhibits: Paths of Life  and The Pottery Project 

and two rotating gallery spaces which at this time house Set In Stone and Hopi Circles of Life.   

     The Paths of Life exhibit is the largest exhibit space at the museum the exhibit relates the 

history and culture of nine Native American groups of the American Southwest and Northern 

Mexico.  The exhibit contains four hands on objects in four different cultural groups, and three 

videos found in three different cultural groups.  There are two dioramas with audio which when a 

button is pushed relates a story about the culture.   

     The Pottery Project at the Arizona State Museum was developed to showcase the large 

collection of pots that the museum houses.  The small exhibit features a large wall of pots and 

accompanying text on flip boards that discusses the type of pottery shown.  The small exhibit is 

almost like an introduction to the main event, which is the pottery vault itself that houses the 

collection and is accessible to the public.  The exhibit has many elements that explain different 

aspects of pottery from the making of it to the study of it by archaeologists.  A large flat screen 

TV anchors one wall and plays a series of videos about pottery featuring pots in the collection, 

native potters of Arizona and Archaeologists that work with pottery.  This screen is near a small 

exhibit that gives examples of different types of clay, finishing techniques, and styles.  This 

section is accompanied by four pull out activity draws that feature hands on elements that give 

tangible meaning to the exhibit. These drawers discuss four ideas about clay: 1. Collecting and 

Processing. 2. Constructing Pottery 3. Decorating Pottery. 4. Firing Pottery.  On the opposite 

wall closest to the vault there are two microscopes of varying height that have slides on them that 

shows different types of pottery and clay.  These are set next to a mock museum cabinet that has 
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pull out drawers with class covers which allow for visitors to see the huge variety of pottery 

shreds that archaeologists study.   

     Set In Stone is an exhibit that features the use of metals, shells and semi precious stones in 

Native American jewelry throughout the history of the Southwest.  This exhibit is dazziliying to 

the eye because of the elements of jewelry and workmanship involved, also the cases are very 

busy.  There is a central kiosk in the exhibit that features interactive components.  A map has 

certain types of semi precious stones set in it that correspond to pictures below that  flip up to 

reveal their name.  On the same kiosk is a computer with a large flat screen TV above and 

speakers hovering over head.  This station shows the Miner’s Story Project and has many videos 

about mining history and present day stories.  

 
Maxwell Museum of Anthropology 
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque 
http://www.unm.edu/~Maxwell/ 
  
     Although I did not see this museum first hand I did interview the education department head 

Amy Grochowski and discussed the museums programs and exhibit.  Because of this I decided to 

write up my findings on the museum, which is mostly based upon web research. 

Mission: 
The mission of the Maxwell Museum of Anthropology is to increase knowledge and 

understanding of the human cultural experience across space and time. The museum serves this 

mission by collecting, maintaining, researching, and interpreting anthropological materials. The 

mission statement is based on recognition that material objects, as manifestations of the practical 

and symbolic lives of human groups, represent a tangible and irreplaceable source of information 

for the study of human behavior. The museum supports and complements the University's 
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functions of education and research, and, in addition, provides educational opportunities to the 

public outside of the University community. 

     The Maxwell Museum of Anthropology offers two permanent exhibits: People of The 

Southwest exhibit and Ancestors exhibit.  

    The People of the Southwest exhibit, “Explores 11,000 years of the cultural heritage of the 

Southwest; Highlights major excavations and the archaeologists who directed them; Includes a 

reconstruction of a room at Chaco Canyon, an outstanding collection of prehistoric pottery, 

hands-on activities for children, and colorful panels showcasing the daily environment and 

subsistence of Southwestern peoples 

      The Ancestors exhibit, “takes visitors on a journey through 4 million years of human origins, 

introducing them to distant ancestors like "Lucy," Neanderthal and Homo habilis; features a 

reconstructed cave setting, complete with Ice Age drawings and sculptures” (Maxwell Museum 

of Anthropology Website)  

      Educational department mission: The purpose of the Education Division is to bring 

anthropological concepts and information to the wider public via informal lectures as well as 

experience-based activities. All educational programs are based on museum collections as well 

as scholarly research. The education department offers several programs for the community and 

the school system.  The Website gives detailed information about the approximately 12 school 

programs the museum offers and even relates which core curriculum of the New Mexico school 

system that the program relates to.  These programs are themed to Biological Anthropology, 

Native American Ethnology, Hispanic Ethnology and World Music (Maxwell Museum of 

Anthropology Website).   
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      Although I myself have not seen the museum, exhibits or programs the fact they the school 

programs relate back to the educational goals of the schools are a strength to the institutions as it 

guarantees and audience in the school system as a vial part of curriculum.  

Museum of Glass  
Tacoma, WA 
http://www.museumofglass.org/ 
 
 
Mission Statement: The Museum of Glass provides a dynamic learning environment to 

appreciate the medium of glass through creative experiences, collections and exhibitions. 

 
Exemplary Practices:  
    The glass museum is a relatively small museum consisting of four galleries, a Hot Shop 

Amphitheater where glass blowing continually takes place for public viewing, an arts studio for 

interactive activities, and a theater that plays movies about glass blowing technique, history, or 

featured artists. The scale of the museum is manageable with the galleries consisting of only a 

small portion of the time in the museum.  The small amount of exhibited material allows for the 

more hands on activities such as the Hot Shop and studio to be enjoyed by visitors without 

having to compromise too much on what to see.  

    For the featured exhibit on Lino Tagliapietra a small pamphlet labeled a “Passport” was 

offered free of charge to you children and families.  The Passport featured a scavenger hunt or 

explorer idea to children.  The idea behind the Passport was to explore the exhibit find pieces of 

glass that match the description (icons on wall labels also helped guide parents and students), 

once the piece was found the explorer was asked to draw what they saw or to create their own 

version of the piece.  Other concepts were introduced such as looking at sculpture from different 

areas in the room and drawing what one saw. The Passport was I believe designed as a family 
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guide to the museum, not because it stimulated adult learning in so much as it fostered 

communication between child and parent, especially the young child that may have trouble with 

reading the passport or the concepts there in.  Therefore it created a dialogue between child and 

parent that made the exhibit interesting to children and occupied their time in a way that allowed 

parents to also enjoy the exhibit in their own way.  Stickers of the art objects were also included 

as a reward for completing each step in the passport.   

      Each passport came with an additional map that highlighted places Lino had worked and 

described some of his works that were also featured in the passport.   

     Student programs are a significant part of the Museum of Glass an interactive arts studio 

offers hands on activities for adults and kids. Also the Kids Designing Glass program offers 

children visitors a chance to draw pictures which then may be chosen to be reproduced in the Hot 

Shop Amphitheater.   

     I did not get to see the activities that occurred at the studio.  

     School tour information is available in pamphlet form and also on the website if more in 

depth information is needed. One note: both on the website and the pamphlet expresses that 

tours, “Each experience lasts 30-minutes and is aligned with Washington State standards” and 

“All activities are aligned to state academic requirements (EARLs and GLEs). The close 

attention to state standards and educational goals helps make the museum an important and 

valuable stop in the education of students. 

     There seemed to be no tour offered to the general public through the galleries if one was not 

set up in advance.  

Areas of Improvement:  
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Notes: I was not able to participate in studio activities because we arrived around 230 and the 

museum closed at 5.  This was enough time to see all the galleries, watch the movie and spend a 

half an hour in the Hot Shop.  Also family constraints left me without the ability to interview 

anyone about educational programs. 

 
Oregon History Museum at the Oregon Historical Society 
http://www.ohs.org/index.cfm 
Portland, Oregon 
 
Mission Statement:  The Oregon Historical Society's mission is preserving and interpreting 

Oregon's past in thoughtful, illuminating, and provocative ways. 

 
Exemplary Practices:  
       The most exemplary practice I witnessed that Oregon Historical Society was their exhibit 

entitled “Oregon My Oregon.”  This exhibit was a walk though of Oregon history from its first 

inhabitants (Native American Groups) through the colonization by Anglo settlers to the present 

day.  The museum used a series of techniques to create a stimulating exhibit including 

multimedia, interactive objects, sound and lights.   

      One example of a well designed section of the exhibit was the section on the traders and 

early settlers of Oregon. In this section visitors are taken through a simulated section of a ship 

where men would have lived and goods would have been stored.  Sound permeates the area and 

the creaking of the ship can be heard.  In the ship are a series of items that can be touched and 

examined by visitors including a beaver pelt.  This area adds multimedia with interactive 

elements to create an environment.  

     Other examples of media include two small theaters that show movies at regular intervals. 

The movies are “The Quest for the Unknown” which leads into the section on the “Lure of the 
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West” and “Oregon Land of Sunshine” which leads into exhibits on Oregon resources and 

growth.   

     The end of the exhibit has an interesting multimedia interactive experience.  Because the 

exhibit is designed chronologically it moves into the present by the end of the exhibit.  Here at 

this point is an interactive area that is set up to look like a fifties diner with a counter to sit at and 

small table juke boxes.  These juke boxes instead of songs are programmed to trigger a short 

discussion/ movie on current issues facing Oregon today. This section was by far the favorite of 

my family who spent a considerable amount of time there.   

     The panels of the exhibit were eye catching and easy to glean the theme and point to each 

section. The straightforwardness of the information helped make the experience flow.   

 
University of Arizona Museum of Art 
Tucson, Az 
http://artmuseum.arizona.edu/ 
 
Mission: No mission stated on website 

Exemplary Practices: 

      UAMA has three kits that correspond to the permanent exhibits that the museum has on 

display.  These kits can be checked out by families and include activities and items of 

manipulation that children can explore.  The kits are located in a glass shelved glass enclosure 

with only a small sticker on the case saying what they are used for.  The kits were bright colors 

and different textures and were inviting for children to use.   

     The kits were aimed at a variety of age groups and family structures. For younger children the 

“The Shape You are In” activity kit had a focus on colors and shapes.  Key questions to consider 

were written on the top of the box, activities to help explore these concepts were placed inside 

the box. Please see additional hand written notes for a greater information on what is inside the 
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kit.  The kit which was a purple and clear backpack was aimed at children who were a bit older.  

This kit was much more oriented to specific paintings and different exercises of visualization, 

imagination, and similarities and differences. The final kit with the stuffed dog also because of 

the stuffed toys yet it does look at many broad concepts of interpretation and investigation as 

children are asked to look for the dogs in different paintings.   

     The kits are very clean, organized and well kept.  The kits also do not include coloring 

activities or messy activities everything is clean.  There is also nothing kids can take home; 

everything must stay with the kits.  Pieces of the kits are small and able to be manipulated by 

small hands but not too small that they can be swallowed or lost easily.  The boxes, kits and 

backpacks which house the activities are also creative and well kept.  Often they have things that 

are tangible or visual such as bright colors on the shape box or fur on the dog house.  These 

things enhance the desirability for kids.  Each word in each sentence was well chosen to involve 

not just the child but also the parent in the activities.  Words and concepts were explained and 

activities were clear.  

    The art museum also offers Scavenger Hunt worksheets which can be printed offline from the 

aim for college website.  There are four hunts representing four age group segments: K-1, 2-3, 4-

5 and 6-8. These will be discussed in the section on Discovery Hunts.      

Areas for improvement:   
     I think if the kits were displayed more prominently that they would be more enticing to 

families and might be used more often.  Also Lisa Hastreiter-Lamb the education director noted 

that their treasure hunt activities they use on family days are left in the gallery to be used until 

they are gone. However they are not re-supplied when they run out.  She did not say why they 

were not re-supplied only that they were often used up quickly.  If these programs are popular 

would it not make more sense to have those materials more readily available.  
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Tucson Museum of Art and Historic Block 
Tucson, Az 
http://www.tucsonmuseumofart.org/ 
 
Mission Statement: 
The Tucson Museum of Art connects art to life, inspiring discovery, creativity, and cultural 

understanding through meaningful, engaging experiences. 

 
Exemplary Practices: 
     The Tucson Museum of Art is in a beautiful building with unique architecture.  The main 

gallery winds downward onto a bottom floor.  While it winds down there is an art installation on 

the walls of the ramps.  It was a fun experience to move downward and experience the art. There 

was a tour going on but we decided not to follow it as the woman leading the tour was not very 

engaging and really did not enhance the art more than it already was through labels.   

    
Areas for Improvement  
     I asked the information desk if there was additional information given to families. They said 

there were no additional things that families can use in the galleries. I also was a bit surprised at 

the capacity of labels and information.  I know that art museums do not necessarily tell about 

every painting but I was surprised that their exhibitions on the Han and the cultures of South 

America had very little about them.  I wanted more information. I did not like that I was looking 

at artifacts without explanation or any understanding of how they were important to the cultures. 

It felt almost imperialistic, the way objects were displayed without additional information.  It felt 

like they were being shown as prizes almost not as intrigal part of the community or of the past.  

What do these objects mean to people living in Peru or China today?  What did they mean to the 

people in the past? What was the nature of the dig? What were the results of the archaeological 

excavations? These are questions that I found myself asking without any guide or additional 
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information to guide me. I felt the museum lacked for interpretation and design inspiration. I also 

felt it lacked creativity in organization and content.  

 
 
Fort Vancouver National Historic Site 
Vancouver, Washington 
http://www.nps.gov/fova/ 
 

Mission: found on there website under the question and answer section, this is the closest thing 

to a mission I could find:  

Q. What is the purpose of Fort Vancouver NHS? 

A.  As interpreted though enabling legislation, the purpose of Fort Vancouver National Historic 

Site is to preserve and interpret the following: 

• The site of the nineteenth century Hudson's Bay Company's activities 

• Settlement of the Oregon Territory 

• The establishment of the U.S. Army's Vancouver Barracks 

(Fort Vancouver Website)  

 
Exemplary Practices:  
 
     I visited Fort Vancouver as a chaperone for a class of third graders at a local elementary 

school. The student had been studying Vancouver history and had been doing intensive reading 

on the area in preparation for the field trip. The readings were developed by a pair of teachers at 

Hockinson Elementary School who created the program as a part of their Masters education. All 

third graders went on this field trip. The field trip went not only to Fort Vancouver but to other 

historic sites around Vancouver.   
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     Fort Vancouver itself had a tour for school children that consisted of a timed rotation from 

building to building.  In each building a volunteer guide told the students about the function of 

each building and history about the fort.  The buildings the students went into included the 

blacksmith shop, Trading post, Fur warehouse, and the Company house where the managers 

lived.  Each docent offered different ways of interacting with children. Some were more 

successful than others.   

    One exemplary tour guide had the students in the main house go from one side of the house to 

the other (it was divided in two for two families) he then asked them questions about who might 

live there.  This allowed the children to infer for themselves the living situation of those most 

fortunate at the fort.   

   Being inside the buildings that were reconstructions of the originals made the experience 

inherently more interactive.  The feeling of the wood under ones feet, the heat of the black 

smiths shop, and the chill in the buildings (it was in the 40s outside) all helped to stimulate the 

senses.  All of these atmospheric additions helped to create a sense of authentic environment by 

exciting the senses with small pieces of what life was like back then.   

 

Areas for Improvement:   

      One are that needed improvement at Fort Vancouver was the level of interaction with the 

children.  At times the docents seemed distracted, the mumbled and did not seem to ask 

questions of the children.  This was true in the case of the docent in the trading post who 

repeatedly mumbled and did not explain complicated subjects or words to the students.   

     One of the things that I think most detracted from an excellent tour was the lack of interaction 

with objects. At no times were nails passed around in the blacksmith shop, nor were pelts passed 
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around in the warehouse.  Items like this would help bring to life the experience by bringing in 

the sense of touch.  The students had read a considerable amount on the subject to be able to feel 

parts of it would have been an amazing addition to their learning.  

      
 
The Tenement Museum 
New York, New York 
http://www.tenement.org/ 
 
Mission Statement: The Tenement Museum promotes tolerance and historical perspective 

through the presentation and interpretation of the variety of immigrant and migrant experiences 

on Manhattan’s Lower East Side, a gateway to America.  

 
Exemplary Practices:  
      The Tenement Museums is located at 97 Orchard Street on the lower east side of Manhattan.  

The museum is the actual tenement building itself, a separate location houses the gift shop and is 

where tours can be purchased.  To view the Tenement Museum you have to be part of a guided 

tour.  These tours are small, about 8 or 10 people, and take on an interpretive and question and 

answer format. The museum has no panels and few cases. Instead you walk directly into the 

Tenement itself. Depending on your tour you will see one of six rooms that have been restored to 

tell the stories of the people who have lived there.   

      I saw the garment district tour. The first room was not remodeled and was shown as an 

example of what the Tenement was when it was purchased and restored. You could feel the 

unevenness of the floor and see the peeling wall paper… 28 layers of it. This room had a small 

displace case simply showing items they had found in the tenement, there were no interpretive 

signs, all of it came from the guide. Laminated documents were passed around to give people an 

idea of the diversity of the people who had lived there this included census findings which were 
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supplemented by a discussion.  In the next room we listened to audio recordings of people who 

the museum had interviewed on the garment industry today.  

     The first refurbished room we entered told the story of the Levine family who lived and 

worked in the apartment. Several workers were employed in the home in the very small parlor. 

Because we were all standing in the apartment on a hot June day we could get a better sense of 

what it would be like to be there working in such cramped quarters. The rooms of the apartment 

were filled with objects, the tour guide explained some and also asked people to ask questions 

about the items. The rooms were staged to a particular event; the Levine’s house was the birth of 

a child that would have happened there as work continued on the garments.  

      The second apartment showed another family some years later.  This family the event was 

staged to the death of the father. Five of the boys in the family slept in the small parlor.  

      At all times discussion was welcomed and the group’s life experience and history was 

brought to bear on the subjects.  The fact that we were standing in the actual rooms made the 

experience richer. Handling objects and not just viewing things in a case made the experience 

more alive.   

 
Areas for Improvement: The Tenement museum had problems in the over all experience. The 

gift shop where tickets were purchased was crowed as people waited there for tours.  The 

organization of buying tours was difficult to understand, and because of the small tour size many 

tours were already full.  If the space could be expanded and extra waiting areas added this might 

make things easier. Also we had to wait an hour and a half for our tour, at the time we were 

hungry, and being tourists did not know where to go.  There could have been information like 

that available or a place to buy refreshments.  
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National Museum of the American Indian 
New York City, New York 
http://www.nmai.si.edu/subpage.cfm?subpage=exhibitions&second=ny&third=current\ 
 
Mission:  The National Museum of the American Indian is committed to advancing knowledge 

and understanding of the Native cultures of the Western Hemisphere, past, present, and future, 

through partnership with Native people and others. The museum works to support the 

continuance of culture, traditional values, and transitions in contemporary Native life (National 

Museum of the American Indian). Found on the Washington website.  

 
Exemplary Practices:  During my short time at NMAI in New York I went through their gallery 

on Native Groups of the Pacific Northwest, “Beauty Surrounds Us”, and An exhibition on 

contemporary young Native American artists.   

     The section on Native groups of the Northwest was organized by cultural group and each 

panel or section of written text one could hear the voice of the community.  Each community was 

asked to chose something they wanted to talk about and each community offered objects that 

showed this event, belief, or thing and how it operated or was meaningful in the community.  

One of the examples that come to mind was a section on salmon and its importance to a 

community. The reason I can think of this and yet not recall the name of the group was the 

lighting and video use of salmon swimming on the wall.   

      While I was there a group was on a tour with an interpreter from one of the communities 

represented.  He spent time on the other communities as well, often the ones he knew best or had 

anecdotes about. His main focus was the section on his own culture.   

     There were also movies and music in some of the section that added a visual and auditory 

element to the experience.  
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     The exhibition on young Native artists was very unique because it showed perspectives on 

issues facing the community and on identity. The exhibit included sculpture, paintings 

photography, and video all made by artists and dealing with different themes and subject matter.  

 
Areas for improvement:   
     The exhibit entitled “Beauty Surrounds Us” I felt was very intimidating.  It was situated in a 

unique circular room that was entirely empty except for the guard.  There were few panels of 

explanation and although I found out later on the website there were two computers you could 

use to access more information I never saw them or there was no sign that said I could use them.  

This room could have a bit more direction to make it much less intimidating.  

 
The Heard Museum 
Phoenix, Arizona 
http://www.heard.org 
 
Mission Statement: To educate the public about the heritage and living cultures of American 

Indians of the Southwest. 

Exemplary Practices:  
      The Heard Museum has a separate gallery called “We Are! Arizona’s First” which is a 

separate hands on activity gallery.  Each group of indigenous peoples in Arizona has a panel with 

information about the community and many have an interactive activity and art or cultural object 

in a case.  The panels are more like cubbies or small desk like area that one can circle around 

with three people to experience the activity.  The height of the desk and panel would be workable 

for children but not very small children they might not be able to reach the activity, I did not 

notice stools.  
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      The Heard Museum website discusses this as, “We Are! Arizona's First People tells about 

Arizona's 21 federally recognized tribal communities and offers more than a dozen interactive 

activities fun for children and adults.” 

     There were several different types of activities: interactive take-aways, listening activities, 

manipulative part, and movies. These activities related to something in the culture and usually 

connected to the object in the case.  

     The interactive take-aways were paper projects that involved cutting, gluing, coloring or 

manipulating pipe cleaners and tin foil.  All of the supplies for the activity were given at the 

panel including scissors and hole punches which were on wires.  Examples of these activities are 

attached but they include: a canoe coloring activity for the Colorado River peoples, making a 

Tohono O’Odham basket out of paper, another basket making activity for the Yavapai Prescott 

nation, and an Inde burden basket.  There was also a section where kids could make paper 

flowers near the Yaqui section and Ak-Chin community had a doll making activity with fabric. 

The take-aways are an interesting way to get kids excited about objects that they normally cannot 

touch, this way they can take one home and keep it.   

     The listening activities were interesting because they combine the idea of a manipulative 

puzzle, a story and listening activity.  The listening activities used technology to localize the 

sound only in the area of the people using the activity so it did not distract other visitors.  One 

stands under a glass dome which is high overhead and then presses a red button on the panel and 

a story begins.  This story uses words from the language of the people in the panel. To go along 

with the story participants can remove pieces of a puzzle which shows a picture from the story 

being told.  Under each piece the cultures word and the English equivalent for the picture on the 

piece are written out.  This activity set up allows children to manipulate pieces while listening 
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and might help them be more attentive to the story. It exposes the children to new languages 

while giving them something familiar (an object) to look at and consider at the same time. This 

multi faceted activity combines hands on with listening and interpretation.  

     There were also manipulative activities that involved lifting flaps to reveal information or 

beading and braiding activities.  The activities that involved lifting flaps had pictures on one side 

of particular plants and a question that could be answered by lifting the flaps. If you lift the 

correct flap the answer says “correct” and tells what the culture uses the item for.  This combines 

the question and answer format with a visual and manipulative component.  Children have 

choices in this activity and finding the answer is part of a challenge.  Other activities include 

learning how to bead similarly to the bead work shown in the objects in the cases. This might be 

a very good area for younger children who are learning shapes and how to manipulate objects.  

Patterns, colors and shapes all can be learned through this activity.  

     The “We Are!” gallery is not the only place where hands on activities exist.  The main exhibit 

which has more extensive case and panel space devoted to the culture groups is geared to an 

older audience.  But even with the language elevated and the cases larger and filled with more 

objects there are still portions that are fun for younger museum goers.  The section on the Hopi 

has a model of a piki room which museums goers can walk inside of.  This along with the 

Navajo Hogan which can be entered gives children something to do in the exhibit.  There is also 

a viewing area where different movies are shown throughout the day.  Around the gallery there 

are computers that have headphones which can be worn in order to listen to the pod casts and 

audio files of curators, artists, and people from the communities discussing objects in the cases.  

The placement of computers are a nice addition because families of differing age groups may 

also have differing abilities on computers and this could be a good place for interaction.  There is 
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also a computer gallery which has three or four computers and is in a separate room with chairs 

and tables.  

     In addition to the main galleries there are exhibits that are temporary. These exhibits did not 

have the hands on activities as the permanent exhibits and were more of a standard formatted art 

museum set up.   

 
 
The Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum 
Tucson, Arizona 
http://www.desertmuseum.org 
 
 
Mission Statement: The mission of the Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum is to inspire people to 

live in harmony with the natural world by fostering love, appreciation, and understanding of the 

Sonoran Desert. 

Exemplary Practices:   
     The museum functions in several capacities: zoo, botanical garden, art and socio cultural 

museum.  As their mission statement states they desire to foster appreciation for the Sonoran 

Desert; they do this through a unique look and animals, plants and people.   

     On our way to the entrance of the Museum we were greeted by a docent who had a small owl 

on her arm, we stopped and she talked to us about the owl.  The lady who took our tickets gave 

us a map and another docent told us the best way to experience the museum was through a tour 

so we attached ourselves to one that was starting soon. 

     The guided tour of the grounds was about an hour and a half long. The tour guide discussed 

desert plants as we walked along and gave us a chance to feel oil from a bush, taste mesquite, 

and smell “rain” by wetting creosote. By enacting these senses the tour guide enriched his tour 

which otherwise consisted of facts about plants and the animals we passed.  The tour guide 
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brought in ideas about the uses of plants by native people and also the destruction of habitats 

through growth.  As a zoo the Desert Museum’s mission focuses on animal conservation and 

rehabilitation.  This meant that special care was made to mention endangered species and 

programs that exist to help these struggling populations.   

      Although I had not seen it on the way in I noticed as I walked on the tour that there were 

stamps of creatures paws for a “Tracking Guide” which I picked up later.  These stamps were 

large and hung on a metal string near a large stamp pad.  Each stamp station was located 

conveniently near the animal it represented.  Along with the stamps there was information about 

the animal near by.  Near the deer/ mountain lion exhibit there was a touchable fur station which 

connected to the guide which said fur was another tracking sign. The “Tracking Guide” cost a 

dollar at the entrance.  (See Discovery Hunt section for analysis).   

     The animal exhibits were accompanied by panels giving information about the animal. Plants 

were accompanied by small placards giving the name and scientific name. Several exhibits gave 

more detail about specific types of plants and animals.  For example, the Saguaro Cacti was 

given a six-panel exhibit near the big horn sheep enclosure.  This small exhibit oriented guests 

with Arizona through a map then moved on to the cactus growth cycle. Then a panel discussed 

the cactus in connection with bats and other animals and humans. Then the ecological 

implications of encroachment on habitat and the destruction of saguaros and continuing 

protection was discussed. The last to panels discussed the saguaro and birds and the making of 

saguaro boots and the anatomy of the saguaro that featured an interior shot of the cactus.  

Notably missing from the section was anything remotely tangible, it really was just cases.  
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     Docents and staff were located throughout the trails and were friendly and willing to chat.  

Here and there were stations that would be used for discussions on animals.  The times of these 

viewings were posted at the entrance clearly on a large board.   

     The river underwater exhibit was perhaps the best done exhibit on animals.  This exhibit was 

interesting because it combined the panel set up with the windows one could see animals out of.  

The first panel showed two maps done one hundred years apart, each map showed Arizona but 

one showed rivers systems in the past and one more recent.  This showed the destruction of the 

river biomes that the rest of the panels and windows showed. The exhibit was oriented around 

the beavers, the river otters and fish.  The beavers could be seen in their den, the otters playing in 

the water. Each animal had a section discussing its diet, habitat and homes it made or lived in.  

The fish exhibits had pictures which showed what the fist looked like and therefore visitors could 

easily identify them in the window.  

     This museum really catered to the ideas found in Creating Great Visitor Experiences by this I 

mean that special care was given to help people orient themselves with the grounds and the 

environment (Weaver 2007).  Signs at the entrance said walking shoes, sunscreen, hat and water 

bottle were advised. Complimentary sunscreen was provided in bathrooms from a soap 

dispenser. Bathrooms were conveniently located throughout the extensive grounds as were water 

fountains and shaded areas.   

Areas for improvement:  
 
   The panels and exhibits had very little hands on activities or places you could feel things. 

However this might not be as important because the museums function as a zoo could fill in this 

gap. Instead of feeling something children could see it for themselves.  Areas such as the prairie 

dogs/ snake section where there were hands on seem to be decayed and in need of improvement.  
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Arizona Historical Society 
Tucson, Az 
http://www.arizonahistoricalsociety.org/ 
 
Mission Statement: To collect, preserve, interpret, and disseminate the history of Arizona, the 

West, and northern Mexico as it pertains to Arizona. 

 
Exemplary Practices:  
     The Arizona Historical Society has a unique open collections exhibit that houses objects 

behind glass in a random order with just numbers.  These numbers can be searched through in a 

three ring binder near by if the viewer wants.  This makes the museum experience more 

interesting because people get to see collections they normally would not, and they can 

investigate things for themselves.   

     The exhibit on the Museum Youth Curator Experience is interesting because it brings the 

perspective of young people to the development of museum exhibits.  This exhibit had all of the 

normal attributes of museum exhibits including a unique interactive activity on Code Talkers. 

This activity gave people a code and asked them to break it using the directions given.  The 

activity is a full page long and thus a little time consuming, but it is interesting because it was 

developed by a student who felt the exhibit needed an element like that.  This could show that 

the students felt interactive aspects were necessary in museums or it could have just been an 

assignment (this is something I need to ask).   

     The Mining Exhibit was large and overwhelmed the visitor by the sheer scale of the exhibit.  

There was towering mining equipment and faux rocks and other elements including a mineshaft 

people could walk through.  At times this exhibit seemed a bit theatrical and many of the buttons 

did not work which were the main ways of explaining what one was looking at.  The exhibit was 
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interesting because it involved the narratives of many different groups of miners including 

Mexicans, Cornish, and African Americans.  

    The upstairs section of the museum places the child in an interactive environment of three 

historic home setting from the 1870’s in Tucson. The three setting are a Jewish store and home, a 

Tohono O’Odham home and a Mexican American ranch house. This area allows children to 

explore these environments and the elements such as pots and pans, toys and instruments that 

accompany it.  There are designated activities such as trying on cloths and learning to play the 

dice game in the O’Odham section.  The space is large and is accompanied by a “Newspaper” 

from the 1870’s which tells of the goings on of the area.   

 

Areas for Improvement:  The museum exhibits are quite old and it shows.  Buttons don’t work, 

manipulative activities are worn out.  The upstairs area which could be a children’s learning 

gallery is designated as an area to play “house” in as a child would in their back yard.  There is 

little learning going on more just reaction of play.  With more structure the area could be useful.  

There seems to be just a level of letting things go as all the exhibits are to be moved in a few 

years anyway.   
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Appendix B 
Interviews:   
 
     As part of my method I chose to interview museum professionals from the Tucson area and 

other parts of the country.  I feel that practices, exhibits and programs in museums take 

collaboration and communication between different groups and institutions.  I see the museum 

studies field as not just one that can be learned in books instead it is one best learned through 

experience and by talking to those professionals who make museums their life.  I did not ask the 

same questions to each person; often I skipped questions or made up new ones.  These interviews 

were not simple question and answer surveys they were open dialogues about museums and 

education as a whole.  The following summaries exhibit both the interview and the concepts I 

learned from the interview.  

 
Heather Ingram 
Arizona Historical Society 
Tucson, Arizona 
 
     My interview with Heather Ingram was quite informative and focused on how the Historical 

Society engages guests and its plans for the future.  Ms. Ingram admits that the exhibits are old 

and anything older than 8 years has not been retrofitted.  Newer exhibits that have come in since 

2000 have tried to incorporate more educational components and the asking of questions. The 

Chamber’s Exhibit has questions and asks children to make guesses and conclusions; it meets 

with 4th grade standards.  

    When asked why programs AHS had for families Ms. Ingram responded that there was no 

lecture series but there were events throughout the year. Between Tempe and Tucson there was 

at least one event a month. One of the most popular is “lantern lore”. One of the more successful 

programs is the MYCE, which was the creation of an exhibit with students.  
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     There are discovery hunts (see notes on discovery hunts) and they will be available at the 

beginning of the next year at the front desk and they are to be used as a way to liven up old 

exhibits. The worksheets used to be very long nearly 6-12 pages now they are shorter and geared 

to younger kids. There is also a goal to have more educational materials on their web page by the 

beginning of next year.  

     When asked who the most common visitor was she responded mostly older retirement age 

people with one other attendee. Students also come through with regularity as do family groups 

but these are usually on the free Saturday.  

     Ms. Ingram feels that the education team she works with is one of their greatest successes. 

This is because she feels this team is open to developing ideas. She also feels that the large 

groups of people they are able to reach (nearly 70,000 between two museums) is a positive thing.  

     In the future she hopes to restructure the way tours are given so they are more thematic and 

better cover standards for teachers.   

 
 
Lisa Hastreiter-Lamb 
University of Arizona Museum of Art 
Tucson, Arizona 
 
     Our discussion focused greatly on the kits that she had developed for family use at the 

Museum of Art at the University of Arizona. These kits she referred to as family packs; she had 

three different ones.  

     Most of the people that come to the museum are first time museum visitors and her mission 

was to balance and engage fun with education to promote discovery. Most of the people coming 

to the museum were students in school programs.  Monthly weekend programs ended because 
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they could not generate an audience, they tried for two years and decided against it as visitor turn 

out did not improve.  

     When asked if new children or youth programs were developed for each new exhibit she said 

it depended on the exhibit, the age group it would go best with and the subject matter of that 

exhibit. The lower gallery rotated ever three months and pieces moved in and out of the 

permanent galleries on loan or curation. She said there was a necessity with any educational 

program to be fluid with the ability to change quickly.  

     The family pack idea was an idea generally put into practice in the museum/ art museum 

world. This was decided as a good way to engage the family since a separate family gallery was 

not possible due to lack of space and subsequent funding. (The Phoenix Art Museum was given 

as a example of a separate family galley, contact information for the director of education was 

also received).  The family packs were developed by volunteers who wanted an alternate project 

from giving tours. Every sentence in the pack was struggled over and the supplies were to be 

easily replaced and inexpensive. However even with this attention to detail they are infrequently 

used only about 1% of museum goers use them. The reason for the lack of use Hastreiter-Lamb 

considers advertising and poor display.  

    Besides the back packs they have a family day in the fall and one in the spring always 

connected to an exhibit.  Sometimes a gallery guide (discovery hunt) is developed and leftovers 

from that are left in the gallery for other families, these are generally used and enjoyed 

successfully. The leftovers are scattered in wall pockets throughout the exhibit, listed on the 

website and desk assistants are also asked to discuss them with guests. 

    Tours are working well for the museum.  As is the lecture series. However she desires to see a 

larger audience at collaborate summer camps, family days and a monthly audience for family 
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programs; this she considers an area for improvement. The reason for these problems could be 

the location or the subject matter of the exhibit.  

    Some changes she would like to see to the educational programs would be to offer more hands 

on engagement, but space is often the problem. And connecting with teens can be difficult can at 

times become to intellectual and lose interest. A summer camp for teens was a failure as only one 

singed up.  

     The biggest obstacle she has is money and space. Programs must have funds staff, materials. 

 
Tucson Museum of Art 
Unknown 
Tucson, Arizona  
      

     When asked what programs they have for families she stated there was a free Sunday, which 

is family friendly that includes gallery tours with open-ended questions and dialogue.  Seek and 

find (discovery hunts) will be available after the first of the year.  

     Audio tours are standard in art museums, they add to the experience of those on self-guided 

tours.  They were funded through donated money and are relatively popular in fact she could use 

additional I-pods for the tour program.  To obtain an I-pod tour the visitor must leave a credit -

card with the museum store; she has three I-pods available for tours.  The selections on the I-pod 

include about 45 minutes worth of content.  She has a selection of artwork usually 8-11 pieces 

and a speaker talks about them for 3-4 minutes each.  

     She states that the largest roadblock to enhancing programs is funding.  She will try and get 

funding from pretty anywhere.  The budget for the museum is 3.4 million a year and all of that 

must be made through foundations, as there is little governmental support. In fact it takes 9,000 

dollars a day for the museum to open its doors and it runs on a very small staff.  
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     When asked if she could put any program into practice what would it be?  She replied that she 

would like to do more evaluation of each program through questionnaires and promote her 

programs and curriculum to homeschoolers.  

     One of her challenges is the exhibit change schedule it functions almost as a revolving door.  

There are several collecting areas, six different thematic areas, and programming must be 

developed for all of the areas.  Therefore she must always plan for change. This is challenging 

but it keep’s them alive and part of the community, people can come in and see different things. 

Every time she must change the worksheets and create new materials for the permanent exhibits.   

 
Amy Grochowski 
Maxwell Museum of Anthropology 
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque 
   

    At the Maxwell Museum of Anthropology Amy Grochowski said her most frequent visitor 

was elementary school groups and university students in small groups. 

   When asked to describe the Maxwell Museum’s exhibits and how her most frequent visitors 

were engaged she stated that there were two tours for the permanent exhibitions for elementary 

school visitors. People of the Ancient Southwest this includes hands on activities- pottery 

comparisons, dress up basket and weaving activity.  Ancestors Hall on human evolution 5 cast of 

characters-groups- attributes that make us human- some models/artifacts that are passable.   

Activities are only offered during the school tours that are led by docents.  

      When asked to describe some of the programs, how do they engage, how does she tie in the 

culture to the learning activity.  She replied that in each activity attempts to include a tradition 

that is unique to the culture Ex: Alaska exhibit and basket weaving, Alaska Olympics, Made 

drums, drum circle.  These things were included in a family program that occurred for the 
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exhibit.  Family programs usually occur four times a year.  Family events typically included 

many activities, demonstrations, hands on, storyteller, passport to people booklet where children 

get stamps for completing an activity.  

     For families coming in on a self-guided basis the museum offers a bilingual family guide that 

is a pared down version of the textbook like (panels) on the wall.  Questions are pointed to the 

exhibits and ask children to compare their life to those in the exhibit; the booklet offers 

discussion questions and fun facts.  Which means there are still things for all visitors to do.  

     Ms. Grochowski said her greatest challenge was recruiting and maintaining volunteers for 

their traveling trunk outreach program for schools.  And of course a major challenge was the 

funding for museum programming and technological and computer planning.  

     She believes that her greatest success is that people that participate in her programs really 

enjoy them.  And teachers want the traveling trunks to come to them.  The programs work well 

and are well developed and established and well liked in the community. 

     When asked to describe her plans for an upcoming exhibit on Mayan textiles she described 

her plans for the interactive components in the exhibit.  The exhibit is on Myan textiles and will 

debut next May it is based upon the work on Patricia Greenwood and the concepts that weaving 

is passed from mother to child.  For the family activity portion the Mayan Goddess Ixchel will 

lead visitors on a self-guided basis. There are four sections to the exhibit and Ms. Grochowski 

wants to have an activity in each section.   

     Section 1: Introduction.  This section shows different types of textiles, and the family activity 

will incorporate for different garments for dress up activity.  This mirrors an activity she places 

in the educational docent led tours for children that also has dress up components.   
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     Section 2: discusses the process of weaving and here Ms. Grochoski would like to focus on 

the aspect of the mother-daughter weaving tradition.  The activity she wishes to develop is a 

weaving activity with instructions.  

      Section 3 and 4 she is struggling with how to maintain concepts of learning in the activities 

and this is where the fact it is self guided becomes hard.  Section 3 focuses on the cultural 

identity that the textiles portray for the certain groups that wear them . She may have an activity 

where visitors create garments similar to those in the exhibits, then create something that 

symbolizes them.  She is approaching this concept by possibly developing some sort of magnets 

with design elements prints on the magnets, but she is not sure how well it will hold up in an 

exhibit.  

     Section 4: is an exhibition on inspiration and shows the progression of styles based on 

influences because of globalization ie watching TV, inspiration from all over.  The activity she 

wants to create incorporates the visitors seeing in the exhibit patters and things from all over the 

world then they would create something that shows themselves.  This she has visualized as a 

writing activity where they tell as story about where they would get inspiration.  She would have 

a box of materials, things that represent New Mexico and then they can tell a story connecting it 

to their identity.  

 
 
Laura Matzen 
Arizona Museum for Youth 
Mesa, Arizona 
 
     Curator of Education Laura Matzen described her job duties as varied, she is in charge of 

educational programming.  She is an interpreter of content, writing text for the fourth grade 

reading level, she evaluates teacher and school programs, develops programs for audiences.  She 
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is also in charge of accessibility concerns; grant writing for new program initiatives, renting 

facilities and birthday parties.  

      She describes the mission of the museum as promoting art education fundamentals including 

and central to this creative play in order to enhance neurological development with the overall 

goal of promoting life long learning and appreciation of art.  The museum is committed to 

demonstrating the art process and the materials used.  They offer a participant centered museum, 

not passive; this helped develop fine motor skills in young children. Learning activities are 

always included in exhibits and actively evaluated to see what is working.   

     When asked about how activities for a new exhibit are developed she answered that it was an 

evolving process that had her working closely with the curator who comes up with the exhibition 

ideas, or brings in visiting exhibitions.  There are a series of meetings on upcoming exhibits that 

happen all the time, here the staff develops three or four key ideas they want people to walk 

away with when they leave the exhibit.  For the exhibit on recycled art the designers came up 

with four core concepts: 1. New eye for art what people can make 2. What is happening in the 

community, how long does it really take to break things down. 3. Types of recycled art: found, 

reclaimed, and mined. 4.  Create art in the exhibition space- getting to use materials and 

recycling materials, the things visitors might throw away.  After formulating these ideas they 

outline what interactives and art-making activities will be.  And what books will be in the 

reading space, which is always a part of the exhibit.  They also plan the gallery guide and the 

color palette of the exhibit.   

     When asked what kind of interactive activity works best she immediately said something that 

was not working well.  What was not functioning well what she called a “dismal failure” was the 

art stop where the name of something is on the outside and a visitor slides back the panel to see 
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the description.  Kids just like to move the window and not read the information, this she said 

“missed the mark”.  She said what did work was magnetic based interactives work well as do 

activities where the visitor repeats the process, she feels children earn better through repetition 

examples of this were weaving.  She noted that the art activities she develops must reference a 

work of art and she creates no activity for the sake of creating an activity, it must have a context.  

      Soon the museum will be under renovation and she is looking to develop and art exhibit with 

more technology in it.  She wants an interactive learning center some of the ideas she likes is a 

projection that people can walk in and their shadow image is recorded on the wall and because 

part of the art.  Therefore although flat it is multi dimensional because of the mixing of shape, 

color and light and the ability to experience it.  She will have interpretation outside bringing in 

other art concepts so it is a learning activity as well.  She would like to have computer terminals 

with information on art and have projects that bring the family together.   

      When asked about how culture plays a role in her museum, and specifically about the 

Dominic Benhura exhibit which features a sculptor from Zimbabwe she replied that that they 

decided to not just highlight the art but to learn about where Zimbabwe was, and the music and 

traditions of Zimbabwe.  One of the ways they did this was through creating a hut similar to the 

ones used in Zimbabwe even the stools were made to look like those used by tribal leaders.  

They wanted a cohesive look and feel to the exhibit.  They chose to also look at culture because 

it forms and shapes his work and because it was a touchstone in his work looking at that culture 

became important.   

      The gallery guides are developed for each new exhibit and are usually in a brochure form, 

but their work on the recycled exhibit made them think of a different idea for their next exhibit.  

For the next exhibit they will create a laminated gallery guide that can be completed then 
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returned this way they reuse and save on costs.  Although she feels this might cut down on use, 

since people often like to take them home as a souvenir.   

      Ms. Matzen discussed Art’s Studio.  She noted that this was a permanent exhibit and that 

there was a process to any activity there.  In the studio one goal of art making is about the 

process of art making, using materials here it is about the process not the final product.  These 

gallery activities are made by part time staff, they are planned 1-2 weeks in advance and must be 

approved.   

     The idea is for these activities to be minimally supervised and to get the parents involved 

getting them together with their children.  Often the activity is geared to be done again because 

of the importance of repetition to learning for children.  The activity must be developmentally 

appropriate for 0-4 age group and there is an emphasis on the process.  The activities are at times 

themed, but they try not to use coloring book activities.  The education taught there must also be 

culturally sensitive in regard to holidays.   

 

Gena Lasco 
The Heard Museum 
Phoenix, Arizona  
 
     Ms. Lasco considers the most frequent visitor to the Heard museum to be retired people with 

at least a college degree.  

     To engage the family the interactive gallery “every picture tells a story” which was created by 

education staff and curators.  Meetings between the two groups helped to work out what the 

activates, take aways, only do there activities, some for young, some for older children which are 

more complicated.  To maintain and run this exhibit it costs the Heard Museum 12,000 a year 

and staff daily restocks and replaces elements of the activities.  
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      When asked if her museum considered itself and anthropological museum is seen as a 

showcase for Native American Art and culture.  They try to use the first person voice and are 

culturally sensitive. Some activities are not done because they are deeply offensive, activities 

must connect to culture but be okay for an uninitiated kid to come in and do.   

     She considers her greatest success to be the Native American student guide high school 

program.  Since 1993 its students are trained to give tours (90 hours of training in 3 weeks).  

Interpreters learn public speaking skills.  They often shock the museum visitor a native 

interpreter is not what people expect. 

     Her greatest challenge is budget because she must lobby separately for her educational 

programs.  Her focus is always the state standards for the fourth grade curriculum and often that 

has to occur in the Home exhibit where tours take place.   

     To improve her exhibits she would like to bring back live demonstrators in the gallery, guest 

performances, trips and guest lectures.  All have been eliminated due to budget.  

 

Quest 4 Knowledge 

Scavenger Hunts for the University of Arizona Museum of Art 

     These Scavenger Hunts were developed by the Aim 4 Knowledge website: 

http://www.aim4college.com/Summer, and their summer program which wanted to get kids 

more involved with museums.  There are four Scavenger Hunts on the website for differing age 

groups K-1, 2-3, 4-5, 6-8.  They are all two pages in length and can be printed. They come with 

bright graphics and at times pictures of the works of art.  There is also on the second page 

corporate sponsor information and a place where parents can fill in their child’s information and 

send it in for a prize drawing at the end of the summer.  
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K-1 Scavenger Hunt 

     The title of the Scavenger Hunt is “Math in Art”. 

     This Scavenger Hunt is set up like a treasure map with children following dotted lines around 

the page in a curling fashion stopping at points to answer questions or look at information.  The 

information is organized beginning on floor one and moving up wards. Names of galleries are 

given as is a description of each work or a picture all of this helps with way-finding for parents 

and children. This Scavenger Hunt is focused on the shapes found in different sculptures and 

works of art in the gallery.  This corresponds well to the family kit at the museum which is all 

about shapes for the younger kids. All questions on the first page focus on shapes and naming 

them and the colors that they are. It introduces concepts like geometric and sculpture and puts 

names like rectangle with a picture of what a rectangle is.  The second page deals more with 

works of art but sticks with the concepts of color and shape. Color pictures of the works of art 

help students to find the paintings easier.  

     This Scavenger Hunt corresponds well to curriculum for younger children. By focusing on 

shapes the company sticks with the education department in the museum and what they want 

younger kids to take away from exhibits.  The Scavenger Hunt is however very busy and 

graphically exciting.  While this may be a good thing it may also detract from the larger 

educational concepts at hand.  

 

2-3 Scavenger Hunt  

     The title of the Scavenger Hunt is “Let’s Explore Color”. 
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      The Scavenger Hunt begins with the treasure map format and introduces the concepts of 

warm and cool colors by giving examples such as the sun or water respectively.  The Hunt then 

asks children to locate works of art that have these colors. The next question asks children to use 

their imagination and hear what sounds the sculpture might make if it were really making music.  

Then the Hunt focuses back on colors asking children to imagine what they would paint it.  The 

next question moves children upstairs to examine a statue of the Virgin Mary, here they are to 

look closely to see what the statue used to be colored. On the second page there is again a focus 

on color and warm and cool concepts. There is a trick question about Mars being a cold place but 

the colors shown being warm, this asks children to interpret deeply a concept.  

     Again the Scavenger Hunt is visually stimulating and a bit chaotic.  The focus on colors that 

are warm and cool is interesting but at times the Scavenger Hunt wanders from this theme; for 

example, randomly at the end of the first page children are asked to find a piece of art for no 

other reason than to find it.  No explanation of why one is looking at it is given, no questions are 

asked. If focus is maintained on colors this would be a very effective Hunt.  

4-5 Scavenger Hunt 

     The title of the Scavenger Hunt is “Materials, Materials, Materials”.   

     This Scavenger Hunt looks at the materials used in the creation of the work of art.  This 

introduces broader concepts for the older audience such as how something is made.  The 

sentences are longer and there is more space for writing down ideas since older grades would be 

able to manage this better. Works of art are asked to be interpreted instead of just enumerating 

colors or shapes. For example in the work Painted Desert: A Murder Mystery students are asked 

to interpret what the mystery was.  The second page asks students to picture an alter piece lit by 

candle light and asks it if it will glow.  This question sparks imagination and brings in prior 
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knowledge of how shiny gold or silver objects shine under different lights. The rest of the 

questions ask about materials use and one about the different combination of cultural influences.   

     This Scavenger Hunt stays strongly focused on materials and how they combine to make a 

work of art. Even the question on cultures and the way they influence the picture stays with the 

theme of materials, these cultures were the materials that made the painting.  

   

6-8 Scavenger Hunt 

      The title of the Scavenger Hunt is “Art Detective”  

     This Scavenger Hunt steps away from the treasure map format but still maintains the graphic 

elements and the photographs of the works. As this Hunt is directed to older children it has much 

more space for writing down thoughts and uses larger interpretive concepts.  The Hunt asks 

students to look closely at works of art and sculpture to interpret feelings, emotions and 

movement up or down. These concepts would have been very hard for younger students to 

understand.  The second page asks students to use their imagination and add onto a painting or 

say what they feel is missing.  It also asks children to look at a painting twice and not something 

they did not see before.  This idea gets children to focus longer on the same painting instead of 

finding answers and hurrying by the material. One of the last questions is again just like the 3-4 

Hunt about cultural influences in the painting, but this time the text introduces the concept of a 

global society which is larger vocabulary than the earlier Hunt.  

     This Scavenger Hunt sufficiently enhances the concepts to be applicable for older children.  

The removal of over bearing graphics also shows a sophistication that comes with the age of the 

children it is gauged to.  
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Arizona History Museum Scavenger Hunt 

      This Scavenger Hunt was developed to be used in the exhibits of the Arizona Historical 

Society. This particular hunt consists of one page of printed text with pictures (actual 

photographs from the exhibit).  The answers to the questions are printed on the back.  

     The directions on the Scavenger Hunt recommend using a map of the exhibit to help make 

way finding easier. The Scavenger Hunt consists of a series of questions that corresponds to the 

exhibits.  It is done in a question and answer format and is not organized around a certain path 

through the museum.  It truly does function as a scavenge for information.  

     This Scavenger Hunt merely asked for a regurgitation of facts without any sort of analysis of 

the material or interpretation of what the child is seeing.  It is an information hunt and nothing 

more. In a way it almost asks like a test to see if the child caught important facts rather than a 

guide to help make connections. The format is starkly similar to the “Test your Knowledge of 

Arizona History” paper which was also given to me by Heather Ingram.  This is actually a test or 

quiz with answers on the back. It also functions much like the scavenger hunt as a place to test 

knowledge not interpret information.  

 

New England Aquarium 
Animal Behavior Aquarium Scavenger Hunt 
 
     This Scavenger Hunt was developed for the New England Aquarium and school groups on 

field trips.  It is a page in length with one side of printed text.  There are supplemental questions 

for the teacher to follow up on with the student later.  

     The worksheet asks students to make careful observations of animal behavior for three 

minutes.  There is a box of open space for students to draw the animal. Questions follow about 

the name of the animal, habitat and what the animal was doing over the times it was viewed.  
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Behavior toward other animals is also discussed, as are things that surprised the students.  The 

concluding question on what the student would have missed if they had observed for a shorter 

period of time asks students to contemplate the time they spent and what they saw in a unique 

concluding way.  

     By giving it a time limit and by dividing the questions based on that time students understand 

the concept that the animals behavior changes over time and that in that time different things can 

be viewed. It also promotes science and scientific observation as something children can do, not 

something just for adults. The manner in which the questions were set up allowed students to 

interpret what they saw not just find answers written somewhere. By providing follow up 

questions for teachers there can be a dialogue on what was seen that may help students to better 

understand the importance of their observations. 

 

Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum 
“Tracking Animals” Guide 
Cost: $1 
 

     This guide which was located clearly at the museum entrance cost a dollar. To pay for the 

guide all people had to do was slip a dollar into the plastic container and take a guide, it was not 

exactly the honors system as a museum staff person was near by.  This station also came 

equipped with a stamp to demonstrate the stamps the people would on the trails. The guide asks 

children to find 15 different animals and collect stamps. The Guide is booklet sized and on one 

side has information about the animal including scientific name and where it is found.   

     The pamphlet begins with a title page naming the museum, address and website then a 

contents page including page number and animal found therein. The introduction asks children 

“How good of a tracker are you?” and then gives a definition of what tracking is, who tracks 
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animals, and what people can learn from tracking. The next page lists five tracking tips. Then the 

animals begin. Each animal is given two pages, one for facts and one blank to place the stamp.  

In the center of the pamphlet is an activity where children can identify who made the tracks 

leading to the waterhole.  The back cover has a loose map of the museum complex with 

corresponding track markings to help children in way-finding.  This is interesting because it 

gives kids more of a visual way of orienting themselves so they can help “track” the animals and 

feel more a part of the process than they would if parents just led them around.  

The information contained has something to do with tracking the animals and looking for the 

signs of the animal.  Every animal in the booklet is accompanied by a discussion of its tracks and 

often its scat. 

    This is an interesting guide because it has the potential of making children really feel like 

trackers.  Because of the size of the grounds way-finding is necessary and therefore it gives 

children the feeling they really are tracking the animals. The reward of the stamp makes the 

search worthwhile as does completely all the animals. 

 

The Museum of Glass 
“Passport” for Lino Tagliapietra: In Retrospect 
Cost: Free 
 

     This passport was specifically designed for an exhibit at The Museum of Glass in Tacoma, 

WA and the exhibit Lino Tagliapietra: In Retrospect. The exhibit was an installation of the glass 

master Lino Tagliapietra an Italian glass artist.  There were no hands on components in the 

gallery itself although there was a family art making workshop in the facility. The Passport was 

to get kids involved with the main exhibit. This passport has twelve pages and is small and 

pamphlet like.  
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     The Passport asks children to be an art explorer; this is to be their passport to discovery. The 

children using the passport are asked to read about Lino on the map of the world, then travel the 

galleries and find the glass art shapes shown on the map (clues are also given on the wall near 

the object), each time an object is found they are to stamp their Passport with the corresponding 

sticker provided in the book. The page entitles “Museum Passport” asks children to place their 

name, birthday and country of citizenship and to draw a picture of themselves. The next page is 

“Personal Identity Information” which asks children their favorite animal, place, color, planet, 

and superhero. Similarly to the ideas in Museum Movement Techniques (which stated to clearly 

outline rules) the Passport creator outlined rules of conduct on the fourth page of the passport.  

These rules included only sticking the complimentary stickers on the Passport, use the 

imagination, senses and write and draw about what you find. There are ten pages where children 

are to identity the art object and place a sticker. On each page an art concept such as symmetry, 

dimensions and point of view are explained in relation to the object. Drawing projects 

accompany each object. Each activity asks students to draw something original using the 

concepts discussed or in relation to the Lino object.  

     The corresponding world map helps makes the students feel more like art explorers as 

explorers usually have maps.  The map has the same instructions and rules as the passport and 

corresponds to using the passport. There is additional information on the artist and divides his 

glass works between the Old World ie Italian glass traditions and the New World ie American 

glass he helped to enrich. The map uses the same shapes for the art objects as the passport and 

helps children to make connections between the two.  
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Arizona State Museum 
Discovery Hunts 
 
Paths of Life: Tohono O’Odham  
     This discovery hunt is for the Paths of Life exhibit which is a permanent installation at the 

Arizona State Museum.  The Tohono and Akimel O’Odham section discusses the land, 

ceremonies, subsistence and ongoing issues of the Tohono O’Odham nation. This discovery hunt 

is one sheet of paper folded in half into a pamphlet. The outside has the title and the name of the 

museum.  

    The first page helps to orient children with the exhibit asking them to read a panel and then 

answer a question.  This leads into the next case in which the sentences in the discovery hunt 

help guide students through the case and the objects inside getting at the larger concepts of the 

exhibit.  The last question on the page asks children to look at symbols on the pottery and 

baskets and interpret and write what they see. This corresponds to the next page that has a space 

for drawing ones on pot from images from ones own environment. The last page asks children to 

look for the man in the maze basket and the discovery hunt tells what it means.  

 

Go Exploring! Yaqui and Tohono O’Odham  

     This discovery hunt incorporates the Yaqui and Tohono O’Odham sections.  The Yaqui 

section is also part of the permanent Paths of Life exhibit at the Arizona State Museum. Show 

how different cultures take part in celebrations. This discovery hunt was designed to  This 

discovery or “treasure” hunt is on slightly large paper than normal and is also folded in half.   

     On the first page the first question asks children to list the different instruments they see in the 

hiak pahko deer dance exhibit and also gives hints of where to find the information if they do not 
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know the name of something. The next question states that one instrument is made of silk moth 

cocoons and where it is worn.   

    In the Tohono O’Odham section children are asked to look at the pottery case and the wedding 

vessel and interpret why the pictures the vase are there and what the pictures are. Then children 

are asked to design a pot celebrating the harvest season and are given space to do so. Then the 

last question asks children to look through all of paths of life and check off as they find all the 

instruments in the exhibits.  

     There seems to be a disconnect in the cover of the discovery hunt as at the top it says the Hunt 

will discuss celebrations while the bottom text also discusses harvesting and planting which are 

not involved in this particular discovery hunt. I did like the use of music and finding musical 

instruments. I wish this discovery hunt was focused just on music.  

 

Go Exploring! Apache, Hopi, Navajo, Pai, Paiute, Tarahumara and Tohono O’Odham    

     This is similarly designed as the other Go Exploring! Discovery Hunt.  This had four 

particular sections one on planting, crops, harvesting and preparing food.  The planting section 

asks children to find the tool the Hopi and Apache use for planting. The crops section asks 

students to look through the Hopi section for five things with corn on them. This is interesting as 

it asks students to interpret what they are seeing. The following question with the Navajo and the 

sand painting also asks for interpretation of a picture and how it is important both as food and to 

the people. The harvesting section asks children to look at the Paiute and Tohono O’Odham 

section for tools they use to harvest. The last section on preparing food asks the children to draw 

the items that Native peoples use to process the food.  There is some guidance to where these 

items can be found and also space to draw them.  
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     This Discovery Hunt is interesting because it incorporates all the methods used on food from 

planting to processing.  However this Discovery Hunt would have to be for older students 

because it involves a very disorganized structure that would have the children running around 

everywhere.  The order should be more fluid so they can move through the exhibit with ease.  

Older children might enjoy this but it might be too much for parents with kids that still need help 

reading.  Yet the extensive drawing activity makes one think it is for a younger group.  

 

Go Exploring! Investigate Navajo Rugs 

     This discovery hunt asks children to investigate Navajo rugs and weaving in the Paths of Life 

Exhibit at Arizona State Museum.  The discovery hunt consists of one sheet of paper and has 

writing on one side.  At the top directions help people to know to move through the Hopi 

exhibition and into the Navajo exhibition, and then to orient themselves with the Navajo rooms.   

     The series of questions that follows asks first about the diorama with the family and the 

women at the loom.  These questions ask children to interpret who the people are and their 

relationship to one another. Then the questions direct children to explore and count the rugs and 

draw their favorite in the space provided. Then they are asked to locate the tools used to prepare 

yarn and how these tools are used.  Lastly students are asked what rugs are made out of and what 

that substance comes from.   

     This discovery hunt has a very clear orientation and focus to one particular exhibit and 

concept and in a general area.  The information provided asks children to read and look and 

panels and cases and make interpretations into what they see. The children must, for example, 

make a connect from the diorama to the case with the tools in it in room two in order to answer 
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the question on how the spindle is spun. The age group for this Discovery Hunt could vary from 

young to 8 or 9 depending on the level of parental involvement.  

 

Discovery Hunt: Signs and Designs 

     This discovery hunt was developed for the Anatomy of Sorrow which was a special temporary 

installation at the Arizona State Museum celebrating Hispanic Heritage Month, but it also 

incorporates the exhibits of Paths of Life.  The Discovery hunt was a regular piece of paper with 

text on front and back.  This discovery hunt was oriented to older children because of the intense 

subject matter of the exhibit.  

     This discovery hunt begins in the Anatomy of Sorrow exhibit and asks children to choose a 

painting and list the colors used, then words that describe the paintings, and the elements 

involved in the work. Two boxes below ask children to draw anthropomphic figures which the 

definition of is also given.  

    Directions then ask children to enter Paths of Life through the Seri exhibit and move on into 

Yaqui. In Yaqui children are asked to look at the painting Flower World  and the color palette 

used there in. A series of questions is then asked about the Flower World which children are to 

interpret from the painting. The next series of questions as children to find crosses and stars in 

the following cultural sections.  Lastly the discovery hunt ends in the Hopi section where 

similarly to the beginning Anatomy of Sorrow  questions children are asked to interpret the 

painting.   

     This discovery hunt is well laid out and organized.  Specific directions help people follow and 

answer questions in order. The questions asked in a spatial manner that leads through the 

museum helps with way-finding and not getting too frustrated with the exhibit or activity. The 
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discovery hunt orientation to older kids allowed for broader concepts of interpretation to exist 

and more creativity to be used.  

 

Set in Stone  

      This discovery hunt was designed for the Set in Stone exhibit at the Arizona State Museum 

which is a semi- permanent installment. The discovery hunt is a normal sheet of paper with text 

on the front and the back.  

     This discovery hunt is much more design oriented than other hunts asking students to look at 

elements of decoration and what things are made of rather than larger thematic concepts. The 

first asks children to lost the animal and plants designs they see.  The next question asks for more 

interpretation, finding something that is not jewelry but is made using the same techniques.  

Then children are asked to choose a favorite and discuss what it is made out of, color, shape and 

texture. Then they are allowed to create their own mosaic design on a piece of jewelry provided 

for them.  The next drawing activity asks children to create a pattern on the necklace provided 

and use their imagination to come up with gems and minerals they might be using in their 

creation.  

     This explores art concepts such as patter, texture, color and shapes and helps students build a 

vocabulary for looking at the pieces.  There is also a focus on the free movement around the 

exhibit without a great deal of direction.  Children can “pick favorites” and use their imagination 

to come up with answers. This discovery hunt might be best for third or fourth graders who 

understand concepts of pattern and are still willing to participate in drawing activities.  
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Music and Pottery Treasure Hunt  

     This discovery hunt was developed to involve the Paths of Life exhibit with the special 

pottery exhibit The Art of Form: Alice Cling and her Family of Navajo Potters. The discovery 

hunt is one piece of paper printed on front and back, one side for the pottery one for music.  

     The section on music asks children to explore Paths of Life and list the different instruments 

they can find, more specifically it directs them to the gourd rattles.  The discovery hunt explains 

what a gourd is and then asks children to find things made out of their natural materials. Then the 

discovery hunt asks what types of instruments they are ie percussion or string and if the child has 

ever played an instrument. Then there is space to draw an imaginary instrument and questions 

that ask what it would be made out of.   

    The section of the discovery hunt is not structured in anyway to lead kids through the museum 

instead it really does function as a scavenger hunt for information.  The age group this is 

attributed to would be I believe fourth grade since concepts and words such as percussion are 

used to describe instruments.   
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